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ABSTRACT 
The SWIFT gamma ray observatory's Burst Alert Telescope (BAT) has detected a sample of active 
galactic nuclei (AGN) based solely on their hard X-ray flux (14-195keV). In this paper, we present 
for the first time XMM-Newton X-ray spectra for 22 BAT AGXs with no previously analyzed X-ray 
spectra. If our sources are a representative sample of the BAT AGN, as we claim, our results present 
for the first time global X-ray properties of an unbiased towards absorption n~ < 3 x 1 0 ~ % m - ~ ) ,  5 local (< z >= 0.03), AGN sample. We find 9/22 low absorption (nH < lo2 cmP2), simple power 
law model sources, where 4 of these sources have a statistically significant soft component. Among 
these sources, we find the presence of a warm absorber statistically significant for only one Seyfert 
1 source, contrasting with the ASCA results of Reynolds (1997) and George et al. (1998), who find 
signatures of warm absorption in half or more of their Seyfert 1 samples at similar redshifts. Addition- 
ally, the remaining sources (13122) have more complex spectra, well-fit by an absorbed power law a t  
E > 2.0 keV. Five of the complex sources (NGC 612, ESO 362-G018, MRK 417, ESO 506-G027, and 
NGC 6860) are classified as Compton-thick candidates. Further, we find four more sources (SWIFT 
J0641.3+3257, SWIFT J0911.2+4533, SWIFT J1200.8+0650, and NGC 4992) with properties consis- 
tent with the hiddenlburied AGN reported by Ueda et al. (2007). Finally, we include a comparison 
of the X M M  EPIC spectra with available SWIFT X-ray Telescope (XRT) observations. From these 
comparisons, we find 6/16 sources with varying column densities, 6/16 sources with varying power 
law indices, and 13/16 sources with varying fluxes, over periods of hours to months. Flux and power 
law index are correlated for objects where both parameters vary. 
Subject headings: AGE 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Active galactic nuclei (AGN) surveys are typically 
dominated by two selection effects: (1) dilution by 
starlight from the host galaxy and (2) obscuration by 
dust and gas in the host galaxy and/or the AGN itself 
(see Hewett &L Foltz 1994 and Mushotzky 2004). These 
factors previously kept an unbiased AGN sample from 
reach. However, with the capabilities of SWIFT'S Burst 
Alert Telescope (BAT), this has changed. The BAT sur- 
veys the sky in the hard X-ray range of 14-195 keV. As of 
early 2006, BAT detected -150 AGN with a median red- 
shift of 0.03 (Markwardt et al. 2005; Tueller et al. 2007). 
These AGN were selected purely by their hard X-ray 
flux, and thus, all but the most heavily absorbed sources 
( n ~  > 3 x 102%m-2) are not affected by obscuration 
froill gas and dust, which prevents then1 froill being eas- 
ily detected in UV, optical. or soft band X-ray surveys. 
Thus, the BAT survey will provide the information to de- 
rive the true distribution of AGS characteristics across 
the entire electromagnetic spectrum. 
The BAT detection liinit is a few x 10-l1 erg s-I c111-~. 
Thus, the BAT AGSs are powerful sources, with X- 
ray luminosities over the full range of AGS luminosi- 
ties. For the closest Seyfert galaxies (2% 0.01). the BAT 
flux limit corresponds to a 1.2 - 195 keV luminosity of 
roughly 3 x 10" ergs-'. l lost of the sources (z 97 %) 
have been optically detected as relatively bright nearby 
objects with < z >z 0.03. while iliost of the sources 
without bright optical counterparts are blazars (Tueller 
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et al. 2007). Since most the of BAT sources are bright 
and nearby, they are good sources with which to study 
multi-wavelength properties. 
Despite the X-ray brightness of the BAT AGN, a num- 
ber of these sources had yet to be observed spectro- 
scopically in the X-rays. We present an analysis of 
XMM-Newton EPIC spectra of 22 sources for which spec- 
tra were obtained through discretionary project scientist 
time. These sources had no previous X-ray spectrum, 
were clearly detected by the BAT, and had clear opti- 
cal counterparts froill Digital Sky Survey (DSS) images. 
Many of these sources now also have SWIFT X-ray Tele- 
scope (XRT) spectra available. Thus, we are able to com- 
pare the XRT spectra with the EPIC spectra. In Section 
2 ,  we detail the observations and data analysis for the 
XSISI-Newton and SWIFT observations. In Section 3, 
we describe spectral fits to the X-ray spectra, including 
a search for variability between the XRT and XlILI ob- 
servations. We summarize our findings in Section 4. 
2. OBSERVATIOSS AND DATA XN.4LYSIS 
2.1. X1Zlil.i' and S W I F T  XRT Spectra 
We obtained proprietary XA1Af-hTewton observations 
of 22 out of 26 proposed BAT AGS sources through dis- 
cretionary project scientist time. These particular BAT 
AGSs were selected based on: their detection in BAT 
with high significance ( a  > 5), a clear optical counter- 
part to the BAT source in Digital Sky Survey images, 
and no previous X-ray spectrum. A list of these sources. 
whose X-ray spectra were observed for the first time, is in 
Table 1. Here we list the source name. co-ordinates, red- 
shift, Galactic coluiilil density towards the source, AGS 
type, and host galaxy type. I11 addition to the XSILI 
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observations, we downloaded archived SWIFT XRT ob- 
servations (38) for the 22 BAT AGNs from the NASA 
HEASARC archives. In Table 2 we include details on 
the observations examined. 
We reduced the X'MM-Newton data using the Science 
Analysis System (SAS) version 7.0. We created cali- 
brated photon event files for the EPIC-MOS and PN 
cameras using the observation data files (ODF) with the 
commands emchain and epchain. Following this. the 
events tables were filtered using the standard criteria 
outlined in the XMM ABC Guzde. For the MOS data 
(both MOSl and MOS2 cameras), good events consti- 
tute those with a pulse height in the range of 0.2 to 12 
keV and event patterns that are characterized as 0-12 
(single, double, triple, and quadruple pixel events). For 
the PN camera, only patterns of 0-4 (single and double 
pixel events) are kept, with the energy range for the pulse 
height set between 0.2 and 15 keV. Bad pixels and events 
too close to the edges of the CCD chips were rejected us- 
ing the stringent selection expression "FLAG == 0". 
Light curves of the observations were produced with 
xmmselect and examined for flaring events (distin- 
guished by high count rates). Time filtering was required 
only for the sources SWIFT J0641.3+3257, SWIFT 
J0911.2+3533, MCG +04-22-042, MRK 417, WKK 1263, 
and NGC 6921. The light curves were filtered using the 
task tabgt igen ,  as outlined in the SAS ABC guide, with 
the parameters 'RATE< 50' counts/s for the P N  and 
'RATE< 10' counts/s for MOS observations. 
Spectra of the sources were extracted using the SAS 
task especget .  This routine extracts source and back- 
ground spectra from a defined region as well as re- 
sponse and ancillary response matrices. We extracted 
the source spectra from circular regions with radii be- 
tween == 35 - 125". The extraction radius depended 
upon the location of the source with respect to other 
sources and the edge of a CCD chip. Background re- 
gions were extracted from annular regions surrounding 
the source, where possible. I11 cases were the source was 
near the edge of a chip or another source, circular regions 
near the source were used, of the same size as the source 
region and on the same chip. 
Of the 22 target observations, there were a few cases 
where the position of the source fell within a gap 
in the CCD chip (for either the PN or a NOS de- 
tector). This occurred for the XOS1 observation of 
Sb71FT J0631.343257 and tlie PN observation of SWIFT 
J0911.2+4533. Thus. there are no corresponding spectra 
from these CCDs. Also. the position of source SWIFT 
50904.345538 was located such that a fraction of the 
light was located in a gap in the PN CCD. Due to a 
problenl with the ODF files for S G C  6860. the PS ob- 
servation of this source could not be estracted. 
For the XRT data. we estracted spectra of target 
sources from the cleaned photon counting event files 
do~vnloaded fro111 the public High Energy Astrophysics 
Science Archive Rescarch Center (HEASARC) archive. 
IVe extracted spectra for observations that had XRT ex- 
posure times of at least 1000s. following the instructions 
outlined in tlie SITIFT XRT Data Reduction Guide. 
Spectra were extracted for the sources using the FTOOL 
XSELECT. With this tool. a source region was created in 
DS9, with a radius of x 50 - 70". A backgroulid region 
was created in a source free region close to the source. 
with a radius of 95 ". We used the standard response and 
ancillary response files available for the photon counting 
event files with grades 0 to 12. These are publicly avail- 
able in the SWIFT XRT calibration database (CALDB). 
For all of the spectra. we binned the source and back- 
ground spectrum and response files for each observation 
with the FTOOL grppha. All spectra were binned with 
20counts/bin. We then fit the spectra in the 0.3-lOkeV 
range with XSPEC version 11. The details of these fits 
are described in the following section. 
2.2. SWIFT BAT Spectra 
BAT is a wide field ( x  2 steradians) coded aperture 
hard X-ray instrument. During normal operations, it 
usually covers z 60% of the sky each day at < 20 mil- 
liCrab sensitivity. The BAT spectra were derived from 
an independent all sky mosaic map in each energy bin, 
averaged over 22 months of data, beginning on Dec 5 
2004 (Tueller in preparation). The survey was processed 
using the BAT Ftools and additional software to  make 
mosaic maps that will be released soon. The energy bin 
edges are 14, 20, 24, 35, 50, 75, 100, 150, 195 keV. The 
energies are calibrated in-flight for each detector using an 
on-board electronic pulser and the 59.5 keV gamma and 
La L and M lines from a tagged 241Am source. The av- 
erage count rate in the map bin that corresponds to  the 
known position of the counterpart was used. Due to  the 
the strong correlation of the signal in adjacent map bins 
of the oversampled coded aperture image, it is not neces- 
sary to perform a fit to the PSF. Each rate was normal- 
ized to the Crab nebula rate using an assumed spectra 
of 10.4 x E P 2  l5 ph s-l keV-l for the BAT energy 
range. Due to the large number of different pointings 
that contribute to any position in the map, this is a good 
approximation of the response. This has been verified by 
fitting sources with known spectra (Cas-A compared to  
BeppoSax and Integral, PSR1509-589 compared to In- 
tegral. NGC2110 and Cen-A compared to  Suzaku) and 
generally produces a good connection to X-ray spectra in 
sources that do not vary much with time. Error estilnates 
were derived directly from the mosaic images using the 
RMS image noise in a region around the source of roughly 
3 degrees in radius. This is the optimum procedure due 
to the residual systematic errors of 1.2 to 1.8 times sta- 
tistical values in the current BAT mosaics. Analysis of 
the noise in the images suggests that the variatiolls in 
noise are small on this scale. Analysis of negative fluctu- 
ations shows that the noise is very will fit by a Gaussian 
distribution and that this normalizatioll is very accurate 
on average. All fitting of the BAT data was performed 
on this nornlalized data using a diagonal instrument re- 
sponse matrix. This procedure correctly accounts for 
instrumental systematics in sources with spectral indices 
similar to the Crab. While there may be significant sys- 
tematic errors for sources with spectra that are much 
flatter than the Crab, this is not a significant prol~lem 
for any of the sources presented in this paper. 
3. SPECTRAL FITTISG 
In examining the X-ray spectra of these BAT AGSs. 
there are two main goals: to determine how the sources 
vary between observations and to determine the spectral 
properties of the source (the hydrogen colullin density. 
spectral shape, and properties of the Fe K line and/or 
other lines if present). Since the extracted XMM spectra 
have, on average, ten tinles the number of counts from 
the XRT spectra. we will focus on the XhI51 spectra for 
a inore detailed analysis. The effective spectral resolu- 
tion for the XRT is lower, since there are fewer counts, 
such that Fe K lines which are clearly visible in 10 ks 
XSIhl observations are not resolved in comparable XRT 
observations (see Figure 1) .  Thus, in order to examine 
the variability between the XRT and XMhI observations 
we need to rely on simple inodels for the AGN spectra. 
As a first fit to the spectra and as a means to com- 
pare variability between XRT and XMM observations, 
we fit each observation separately with a simple absorbed 
power law (absorption nlodel * pow). In XSPEC, we used 
the absorption model tbabs to account for cold absorp- 
tion in the Milky Way. Thus, we fixed the tbabs model 
hydrogen absorption to the Dickey & Lockman (1990) 
value (see Table 1). We allowed the parameter of a sec- 
ond tbabs  model to float in order to account for the 
combination of absorption from the AGN host galaxy 
and local environment. 
To apply this model to the XMM EPIC observations, 
we simultaneously fit the PN and MOS observations, us- 
ing a constant value to account for differences in flux 
calibration. The best-fit spectral parameters for these 
observations are recorded in Table 4, including the ob- 
served flux values at soft (0.3-2 keV) and hard (2-10 keV) 
energies. We include the best-fit spectral parameters for 
the XRT observations in Table 3. All quoted errors rep- 
resent the 90% confidence level. We excluded from our 
spectral fits any observation with < 50 counts. Also, we 
note that this simple power law model is a very poor 
fit to the XMM spectra of YGC 612, NGC 1142, ESO 
362-G018, MRK 417, and ESO 506-G027. For each of 
these five sources the reduced y2 value indicate that the 
simple power law fit was not a good description of the 
data. Thus, no errors were calculated for the spectral 
parameters. We will discuss the spectra of these sources 
and more acceptable inodels below. 
3.1. Detailed Spectral Properties 
From our initial examination of the spectra, we found 
that simple power law models (see Table 4) were not suf- 
ficient in describing the spectra of all of our sources. In 
particular. there are three main features that were not 
accounted for by a sinlple absorbed power law: a soft ex- 
cess. line emission, and additional conlplexity from emis- 
sion with varying coluinn densities. A "soft excess" in an 
AGX may be the result of thermal eniission (for instance, 
from star formation), low temperature Coniptonization. 
blurred reflection (Czerny et al. 2003: Ross b. Fabian 
2005). or blurred absorption (Gierliriski k Done 2004). 
Line elnission can be produced by a number of mech- 
anisnls, in particular from fluorescent, photo-ionized or 
collisionally ionized gas. AIost importantly for AGS. is 
fluorescence fro111 lowly ionized iron. with the strongest 
feature being the Fe K line at 6.4 keV. The final type 
of "feature". a complex spectrtiili wit11 different column 
densities. is difficult to  interpret. Such spectra, which 
appear to  have a .'double power law" shape, could be 
the result of contanlination of the AGN light by a less 
absorbed X-ray binary spectrunn. a dusty environment 
where the AGS elnission is partially covered by absorb- 
ing material, or scattering of solne of the AGN light. 
In order to better characterize our sources, we first 
grouped our sources in basic categories: (1) pure power 
law sources (with or without absorption beyond the 
Galactic RIilky Way values), (2) power law sources with 
a soft excess (with or without absorption), and (3) more 
complex "double power law" shaped spectra. Based on 
the F-test, any additional components added to our spec- 
tral models improved the fit by a y2 of at least 8 (this 
is the 99% level for 2 additional degrees of freedom). 
The only exception is the addition of a gaussian line 
(zgauss in XSPEC) to characterize the Fe K-cr line at 
6.4 keV. Where the addition of the line was not signifi- 
cant, we derived upper limits on the strength and inten- 
sity of a possible emission line. Therefore, for all of our 
sources, we fixed the energy of a gaussian line to 6.4 keV 
in the source's rest frame with a fixed width (FWHM) of 
0.01 keV. 
3.1.1. Simple Power Law Sources 
A total of five of our sources (5122) had XMM spec- 
tra best-fit by simple power law models. None of these 
sources showed evidence of a strong Fe K line. We record 
the equivalent width and normalization value for these 
lines in Table 5. Since the redshift for the source SWIFT 
J0216.3+5128 is unknown and there is no evidence for a 
strong line, we exclude this source from the analysis. We 
attempted to obtain an optical spectrum for this source 
as part of our BAT AGN follow-up program with the 2.1- 
m telescope at Kitt Peak National Observatory (Winter 
et  al. in preparation). We found, however, that the 
probable Digital Sky Survey optical counterpart within 
the BAT and XMM error circles was a star. Likely, the 
true optical counterpart of this source is faint and below 
the DSS detection limit. Based on the lack of a bright 
optical counterpart and the featureless X-ray power law 
spectrum, this source is probably a blazar. 
3.1.2. Soft Excesses 
Four sources (4122) had XMM spectra best represented 
by a power law with a soft excess. Since the spec- 
tra do not have the counts necessary to distinguish be- 
tween a reflection or absorption model. we used a sim- 
ple blackbody (bbody in XSPEC) model to characterize 
this component. The best-fit spectral parameters are 
shown in Table 6. The soft excess is significant for all 
of these sources with AX2 values. between the siniple 
power law and the power law with a blackbody model. 
from z 220 - 1400. As with the pure power law sources. 
we fit an Fe K line at 6.4 keV with a Gaussian. The 
results are recorded i11 Table 6. 
3.1.3. LVarm Absorbers 
In our rnodels for AGS spectra. we assurne that the ab- 
sorption along the line of sight is cold. neutral hydrogen 
(with the tbabs model). However. signatures of warm. 
optically-thin absorption from photo-ionized gas. have 
been detected in half of an ASCA Seyfert 1 XGS sam- 
ple studied by Reynolds (1997) and 13/18 of the ASCA 
Seyfert 1 AGS sanlple of George e t  01. (1998). The nlain 
signatures of a warm absorber are the 0 VII and 0 VIII 
edges at 0.74keV alid 0.87keV. Since warn1 absorbers 
are seen in such a large fraction of ASCA observations of 
Seyfert 1 sources and our data are of high enough qual- 
ity to distinguish the warin absorber signatures, or a t  
least constrain upper limits, we looked for these signa- 
tures among the sources with a high number of counts be- 
low 2 keV (with the exception of possible blazar SWIFT 
50216.3+5128). 
Following Reyilolds (1997). we added two edge models 
(zedge in XSPEC) to account for the 0 VII and 0 VIII 
edges. We fixed the edge a t  the energies of these warm 
absorber signatures (0.73 keV and 0.87 keV), allowing the 
optical depth to vary. In Table 7. we record the errors 
on optical depth and the change in ,y2. In the Reynolds 
(1997) sample, optical depths for clearly detected edges 
ranged from zz 0.10 - 1.5. From our spectral fitting. half 
of the sources have upper limits of r < 0.10 for 0 VII 
and 718 have upper limits of r < 0.10 for 0 VIII. In fact. 
the only source with a clear detection of both edges is 
ESO 490-G026. Clearly, much less than half of our low 
absorption/simple X-ray model sources show evidence of 
warm absorbing material in their spectra. We will discuss 
our results further in the Discussion section. 
3.1.4. Complex  X-ray  spectra sources 
The remaining 13 sources (= 112) had spectra we clas- 
sified as "double power law" spectra, similar to Turner e t  
al. (1997a). Earlier, we mentioned three scenarios that 
could create this type of a spectrum. Based on these 
three possibilities (viewing another source(s) such as X- 
ray binariesldiffuse galactic emission along with the ab- 
sorbed AGN, cold gas partially covering the AGN light, 
and scattering of the AGN light from regions of differ- 
ent column densities) we decided to fit the spectra of 
these sources with the partial covering model, pcfabs 
in XSPEC. The partial covering model, explained re- 
cently in Longinotti e t  al. (2007). has two parameters: 
the hydrogen column density and the covering fraction. 
In addition to describing a partial absorber spectrum. 
this model is also useful for describing a spectrum where 
AGN light has been scattered, where the power law index 
of the direct, heavily absorbed spectrum is the same as 
that of the scattered component (which is not heavily ab- 
sorbed). This model, to summarize. allows for flexibility 
in the soft spectrum which can fit all of the three physical 
origins mentioned for a complex spectrum. Thus. we fit 
the spectra of the remaining 13 sources with the model 
tbabs*pcfabs*(pow f zgauss) (Table 8). 
As we noted, the partial covering nlodel gives an equiv- 
alent result to a model with two power laws inodified 
by different amounts of absorption and flux normaliza- 
tions. TYe also wanted to test whether the power law 
spectral indices for these two components are the same 
or vary. To this end. we fit the sources with the model 
tbabs*(tbabs*pow - tbabs*(pow + zgauss)).  This 
niodel allows the power law indices, normalizations, and 
colurnn densities to vary for two separate power laws. 
The results do not differ significalltly for half of the 
sources between the partial covering inodel (Table 8) and 
the separate power laws inodel (Table 9). with A\" 8. 
Each of these seven sources show a ratio of the low ab- 
sorption power law to the more highly absorbed power 
law flux ( S r , / S r , )  less than 0.14 with a11 average value 
of 0.03. These results could be consisteilt with any of 
the three possible physical models. where the portion of 
scattered light or additional non-AGS emissioll or unab- 
sorbed AGS light is very small. This is true of all of the 
sources. with the exception of ESO 3624018 and S G C  
6860. whose spectra are more complicated. 
Based on reduced ,y2, three of the "double power law" 
sources (NGC 1142, ESO 3624018. and ESO 506-G027) 
require additional/alternative models. For NGC 1142. 
a soft excess is clearly present (see Figure 2). The 
addition of a blackbody component with a tempera- 
ture kT= 0.123keV improved the separate power laws 
fit (Table 9),  yielding an acceptable fit with ,y2/dof of 
217.13/191. We note that this blackbody temperature, 
kT= 0.123keV. is similar to the values seen in Table 6 
for the sources fit with simple blackbody and power law 
models. The spectrum of ESO 362-G018, however, is still 
even more complicated. This spectrum appears to have 
well defined lines, particularly a strong line measured 
with an energy of 0.56 keV. which is consistent with 0 VII 
and improves the separate power laws fit by AX2 = 50. 
However, the power law spectral index for this source is 
still extremely flat (r = 0.67) where the typical value for 
r is zz 1.80 (Mushotzky 1982). This is also true of NGC 
612, MRK 417, ESO 506-G027, and NGC 6860. 
Flat power law indices have been noted, in addition to  
high column densities (nH 2 ~ m - ~ )  and strong Fe 
K lines (EW greater than a few hundred eV), as indi- 
cators of Compton-thick AGN (Matt, Brandt, & Fabian 
1996). For NGC 612, MRK 417, and ESO 506-G027, 
all of these factors are met. However, even though ESO 
362-GO18 has a strong Fe K line and a flat spectrum, the 
fitted column density is only 6.3 x cmP2. The spec- 
trum of NGC 6860 is even odder, with both power law 
components (see Table 9) having a flat slope with very 
low hydrogen column densities ( n ~  < cnlP2) and no 
strong Fe K line. 
Though high column densities are possible indicators 
of Compton-thick sources, it is also possible for the X-ray 
spectrum of a Compton-thick source to have a lower mea- 
sured column density. Such a model, as was proposed for 
the Seyfert 1 source XIRK 231 by Maloney &L Reynolds 
(2000), could be applicable for ESO 362-GO18 and XGC 
6860. In this model, the central power law source is 
blocked by Conlpton-thick material. The resulting re- 
flection component is then scattered and absorbed else- 
where. outside the Compton-thick region. As a result. 
the measured X-ray colun~n density is from this second 
absorbing region. Therefore. we include ESO 362-GO18 
and NGC 6860 in our list of Compton-thick candidates. 
despite their low column densities. 
For our Compton-thick candidates, the sources with 
flat power law indices (ESO 362-G018. NGC 6860. NGC 
612. l1RK 317. and ESO 50642027). we sirnultaneouslp 
fit the 8-channel BAT spectrum along with the XllLI- 
Sewton spectra. allowing a constant factor to vary for 
the BAT data. as we did for the hIOS spectra. Increas- 
ing the energy range to 195keV allows for better con- 
straints on the power law conlponellt at high energies. 
Also, since a Compton-thick source spectrum should be 
a heavily reflected spectrum. it is extremely important 
to have higher energy data to determine the cutoff en- 
ergy of the power lmv. This is evident considering that 
the reflection spectrum (pexrav in XSPEC (llagdziarz 
bi Zdziarski 1995)) depends upon the cutoff energy of 
a pourer law, in addition to iron abundance, reflection 
factor. and geometry of the system. When we use this 
model. we fixed the iron abundance to the solar value 
and the inclinatioll angle of the system to the default 
(60"). 
We note that in using the BAT spectra we are assuming 
that the individual 14 - 195 keV spectra do not vary over 
the period of 22 months used to  create the BAT spec- 
trum. Future AGN observations with Suzaku, which can 
obtain simultaneous spectra from 0.3-200 keV, will allow 
us to test the accuracy of this assumption. To this end, 
we have obtained and are processing the Suzaku spec- 
trum for one of our Compton-thick candidates, MRK 
417. A paper is in preparation. 
I. LOW COLUMN DENSITY COMPTON-THICK 
CANDIDATES 
ESO ,962-G018- The X-ray spectrum of ESO 362-GO18 
was not well-fit by either the partial covering or double 
power law model. While the double power law model 
provided the best fit, with a reduced X2 value of 1.35, 
this is not satisfactory. In the residuals from the fit, at 
least two emission line features were present. Adding 
gaussians for these lines, the fit improved by AX2 = 72. 
The energies of these lines (0.56 keV and 0.90 keV), which 
have fluxes on the order of the Fe K line flux, correspond 
to helium-like oxygen and possibly helium-like neon lines. 
The flat power law and strong Fe K line suggest a 
reflection spectrum. Simultaneously fitting the XMM 
spectra with the BAT spectrum, we replaced the heav- 
ily absorbed power law model with a reflection model 
(pexrav). This model is an acceptable fit to the data 
with a reduced X2 of 1.14. However, though the re- 
flected power law component is more typical of AGN (r = 1.99:; $), the column density is extremely low 
for a Compton-thick source (nH = 6.2'i.E x 10" ~ m - ~ ) .  
As mentioned earlier, the observed low column density 
could be the result of scattering of the reflection spec- 
trum through a second absorbing region of lower column 
density. The details of this fit are listed in Table 10 along 
with the other Compton-thick candidates. 
From the HST observation of this source, Deo, Cren- 
shaw, k Kraemer (2006) describe the image as show- 
ing dusty lanes that are interspersed with star-forming 
regions. This complex environment could partially 
cover some of the X-ray einission as well as contribute 
line-emission from young stars. Similarly, ESO 362- 
GO18 could be a very Compton-thick source whose flat, 
reflection-dominated spectrum is scattered and viewed 
through an absorber (XIaloney & Reynolds 2000). From 
the ;= lOks X5ISI exposure, it is clear that the spec- 
trunl is complex. For a inore accurate description of tlle 
source spectrum, a longer observation with higher signal- 
to-noise is necessarv. 
,VGC 6860- Fro111 a literature search, we found that 
S G C  6860 is well studied in the optical and IR. Ben- 
nert et al. (2006) find optical einission line diagnostics of 
this source indicative of an interinediate state between an 
AGS and starburst galaxy. Indeed. they state that the 
-4GS donlinates only in the inner 10" in the IRIoptical. 
1Yhile it is unclear whether this is also true in the X- 
ray band. we necessarily extracted a spectruin from a 
much larger. 85" region. The Optical Monitor pipeline 
processed images (U, UVTV1. UV112) also confirill the 
presence of star formation, where the nucleus is seen sur- 
rounded by a ring of star fornling regions. From the evi- 
dence of the optical and IR observations, it is likely that 
the spectral form of NGC 6860 is composite, with both 
star burst/star forination and AGN contributions. 
From the double power law model, we found that resid- 
uals to the fit indicated a soft excess. Given the optical 
and IR evidence of star formation, we added an apec 
inodel to fit this excess. The apec model in XSPEC is a 
model for collisionally-ionized diffuse gas. Since the qual- 
ity of the XMM spectra is too low to distinguish between 
collisionally and photo-ionized gas, we used the simpler, 
collisionally ionized model. As input parameters, the 
apec model requires a plasma temperature, metal abun- 
dance, redshift, and nornlalization. We fixed the redshift 
to the source's value and set the abundance to the solar 
value. Adding this model, with a best-fit plasma tem- 
perature of kT= 0.14 keV and normalization of 2 x lop4 ,  
improved the double power law fit by AX2 = 6. There- 
fore, this is not significant at the 90% level. One thing 
to note, however, is that the addition of the apec model 
causes rl, the low absorption power law component, to  
steepen from 0.47 to 3.60. The higher absorption power 
law model components, column density and power law 
index, do not change. 
Adding a reflection model to this fit (double power law 
with an apec model), improves the fit by AX2 = 10. 
With this model, we could not constrain the reflection 
factor or folding energy. We then added the BAT data to  
the XMM spectra. Still, the reflection factor and folding 
energy were not constrained (they continued to increase 
to unphysical values). We fixed these values to  a folding 
energy of 100 keV and complete reflection. This obtains 
a good fit to  the data with rl = 1.14 and r2 = 2.31 
and ~ ~ / d o f  = 444.51408 (see Table 10). However, since 
there is no strong Fe K line and the column density is 
low, we do not believe that this model is necessarily a 
good physical description of the data. 
For this source, we also fit the data with a double par- 
tial covering model (which could possibly be justified in 
a clumpy, dusty environment) and a model where we 
replaced the neutral absorption model, tbabs ,  with an 
ionized absorber, abso r i .  Both models fit the data with 
similar X2 values as the reflection model (reduced x2 of 
1.02 and 1.08, respectively). Both models also cause the 
fitted power law indices to steepen to values typical of 
AGN sources. We conclude that the spectrum of this 
source is too con~plicated (see Figure 3) to quantify with 
the data available. A better signal-to-noise spectrum is 
required to understand this source's X-ray spectrum. 
II. HIGH COL Uhfl'V DELVSITY COhfPTON- THICK 
CA,VDIDATES 
As mentioned, we sirnultaneously fit the BAT spectra 
with the XSI5I spectra for sources with flat power law 
indices. Our three additional Compton-thick candidate 
sources are S G C  612, 5IRK 417. and ESO 506-G027. all 
with n~ > 5 x 10"c111-~. For each of these sources. we 
replaced the heavily absorbed power law coinponent in 
tlle double power law inodel (Table 9) with the reflec- 
tion model (pexrav). T\e record the absorbed column 
density, power law index for the reflection component. 
cutoff energy (which was not constrained for ESO 506- 
G027), normalization factor for the BAT spectrum, and 
goodness of fit in Table 10. 
Allowing the BAT flux nornlalization to vary with a 
const parameter, we found that the normalization val- 
ues for NGC 612 and hIRK 417 were very low (< < 0.50). 
Examining the BAT spectra, there is clear curvature in 
the BAT energy spectrum of these two sources, which is 
not well fit by the pexrav model (see Figure 4). This 
curvature is not seen in the other three Compton-thick 
candidate spectra (see Figure 3 for the spectrum of NGC 
6860). Of particular note, the BAT spectrum of NGC 
612 appears flat (well-modeled by a power law index 
<< 1.0). For MRK 417, fixing the BAT normalization 
to 1.0 (the same as the PY spectrum) leads to a worse 
fit to the data with ~ ~ / d o f =  144.7185. With this fit, 
the cutoff energy for the pexrav model becomes uncon- 
strained while the column density and power law index 
4 0  12 increase ( n ~  = 3.4f; x 1023~m-2  and I? = 1.85-0 12). 
The same effect happens with the spectrum of NGC 
612, where the best fit gives ~ ~ / d o f =  126.4186 with 
n~ = 8.22: x and r = 1.09:; 34;. It is possi- 
ble that the curvature seen in the BAT spectrum is a real 
feature of the spectrum above 10 keV. However, simulta- 
neous observations for the 2 - 10 keV and 15 - 200 keV 
bands are needed to determine whether the BAT spectra 
correctly represent the very hard X-ray spectrum. We 
have already obtained Suzaku spectra for MRK 417 and 
are in the process of analyzing the data, which will be 
presented in an upcoming paper. 
3.2. Variability 
The main focus of our variability study is determining 
how the sources vary between the XMM and XRT ob- 
servations, on a timeframe of hours to months. However. 
with 10 ks XMM observations, we also looked for shorter 
variability by examining the light curves of our sources. 
To this end, we extracted light curves from the filtered 
PX (or MOSl where there was no PN data available) 
event files with the FTOOL XSELECT. We extracted 
light curves from the same regions used to extract spec- 
tra, binned by 100 s. We also extracted a background 
light curve from a region of the same size on the same 
chip as the source. We excluded SWIFT 5091 1.2+4533 
from our analysis due to the low average count rate in 
the MOSl observation (the source is located in a gap in 
a chip for the P N  observation). < 0.lct s-l. which is on 
the order of the count rate in the background spectrum. 
For the remaining 21 sources. following the analysis of 
Xandra e t  al. (1997). we computed the normalized excess 
variance and k 2  values. for the assuinption that the flux 
was constant. to quantifv variability. We list these values 
as well as the average count rate in Table 11. Within 
our sanlple. 8 sources were flagged as possibly variable 
during the XI131 observation, with reduced \' > 1.5. 
corresponding to a probability of < 1% of the count rates 
corresponding to constant count rates. For each of these 
8 sources. we exaillined both the source and background 
light curves. \Ye found that for 5 of tlle sources the source 
and backgro~md light curves showed identical variability. 
For each of these sources. the ratio of average background 
count rates to average source count rates was relatively 
large. between 0.2 and 0.8 ct s-I . Thus. the background 
rates were significant compared to the source rates. The 
variabilit?.. also seen in tlle background light curve. was 
not intrinsic to the source for these sources. This was 
not the case for AIRK 352. ESO 548-G081, and UGC 
6728. The variability for these bright. Seyfert 1 sources 
is ilieasured source variability. 
In Figure 5, we include the light curves for each of the 
3 sources with variability during the XMM observation. 
From the light curves, we estimated an average change in 
count rateltime, or A R/AT. where AR=R,,,-R ,, 
and AT is the corresponding change in time. These 
values are 2.5 ct sP1/2.4 hr (MRK 352). 2.8 ct sP1/2.7 hr 
(ESO 548-G081). and 2.4 ct s-l/0.8 hr (UGC 6728). For 
both MRK 352 and ESD 548-G081, these rates are min- 
imums since the light curves are decreasing/increasing 
monotonically. UGC 6728, however, shows a definite 
maximum and is thus the most rapidly variable source. 
with count rate changing appreciably over less than an 
hour. 
In order to compare variability between observations, 
on time scales of days to months, we compared the XRT 
and XhlM spectral fits listed in Tables 3 and 4. In Fig- 
ure 6, we plotted the hard, 2 - lOkeV, (x) and soft. 
0.5 - 2 keV, ( f )  flux for multiple observations of our 
sources. We made the initial assumption that any intrin- 
sic differences in flux between the instruments is less than 
10%. From the figure, it is clear that variations greater 
than this level occurred for all of the 16 sources with 
> 100counts in the XRT spectra. Of these, the most 
extreme changes are seen for ESO 362-G018, where both 
the hard and soft flux drop by an order of magnitude 
between the last two observations. However, without er- 
ror bars on the flux and with a simplified model that  is 
not satisfactory for all the sources, particularly for the 
high column density/complex spectra, a simple compari- 
son of the fluxes is only a starting point for our variability 
study. 
In addition to the flux, both the power law index 
and hydrogen column density introduce other sources 
of variation measured by the simple power law model. 
Changes in these parameters also affect the measured 
flux. Thus, we computed a statistic to quantify the flux 
variations between observations. To this end, we deter- 
mined the value (F,,, -F,,,)/F, ,, and the correspond- 
ing At,,, (It,,,-t,,,i in days or the change in time 
for the greatest difference in observed flux between two 
observations) for each source in both the hard and soft 
bands. These values are listed in Table 12 and the dis- 
tributions of the values are plotted in Figure 7. From 
the histograms. there is no measured difference between 
the low column density sources (simple sources) and the 
high column density (complex sources). The values of 
(Fmu.1 -F,, however. are much smaller in the 
hard band thail the soft. We note that the heavily ab- 
sorbed sources. with much lower count rates in the soft 
band. have much less accurate soft flux measurerlients 
as well as fewer sources with observations > 100counts. 
For the low coluinn density sources, we find an average 
(F,,,, , -F,,,,,,)/F,,, value of 0.52 in the soft band and 
0.37 in the hard band. 
Based on the (F ,,,,, r-F ,,,,,, )IF,,, values for our 
sources. our results indicate that the AGS spectra vary 
illore in the soft band than the hard band. This clainl 
was also made based on ASCA observations of Seyfert 
1 sources by Sandra e t  al. (1997). In addition to  this 
result. we find that the hard flux variability for the low 
absorption and illore conlplex sources is similar. Unfor- 
tunately. due to the lower lluillber of couilts in the XRT 
observations. we can only compare half of the complex 
sources to the complete sample of low column density 
sources. 
In Figure 8, we plot the variability measure 
(F7rlas-Fm?n)/Fa?,g versus the change in time between 
the observations of F,,, and F,,,. At  ,,,. From this 
plot, it is clear that, as already stated, the variability 
measuremeilt (Fm,,-Fm,n)/F,,,g is smaller in the hard 
band than the soft band. However, there is no significant 
difference in At,,, for the total sample, with average 
values of 100.1 days for the soft band and 81 days for the 
hard band. 
As a next step in our analysis, we simultaneously fit 
the XMM PN spectrum with all of the corresponding 
XRT observations for the sources listed in Table 12. We 
began by fixing all XRT fit parameters to the best-fit 
XMM PN power law (+ gaussian where there is a strong 
line and blackbody where it was required) model. We 
accounted for absorptioil using the tbabs model for low 
column sources and the pcfabs model for the heavily 
absorbed/complex sources. We then allowed the flux 
to vary between these observations by adding a const 
model. Where the addition of this model significantly 
changed X2 (AX2 > 10) we flagged the source as hav- 
ing a varying flux. We then tested variability in column 
density and power law photon index by allowing each 
of these parameters, along with their normalizations, to 
vary. Again, we noted significant changes in X2. 
In order to measure the amount each model parameter 
varied between observations, we obtained error measure- 
ments for n ~ ,  r, and the 0.3 - 10 keV flux. We used the 
XSPEC model pegpwrlw in place of the pow model. The 
pegpwrlw model is similar to the simple power law model, 
however, the parameters E,,,, and Em,, are used to indi- 
cate the energy range for the power law component. The 
normalization is then the flux from the pegged power law 
in units of 10-l2 ergs-' ~ m - ~ .  Since the normalization is 
a parameter in the model, errors are easily computed for 
the flux with the XSPEC command err. For all of the 
sources, we fixed Em,, = 0.3 keV and E,,,, = 10.0 keV. 
We indicate variability based on our model fits in n ~ ,  I?  
and flux (from the pegpwrlw model) in Table 12. Details 
on the model fitting for the individual variable sources 
are discussed in the appendix. 
For the sources with low columil densities, nH < 
~ l n - ~ ,  and simple spectral shapes (Tables 5 and 6), 
all had at least one XRT observatioll to compare with 
the X;\IhI spectra. All of these sources showed some 
form of variability. As an example. Figure 9 shows the 
XRT and P S  ilormalized observed and unfolded spec- 
t ra  with the best-fit model for AIRK 352. This source 
showed more variability than any other low coluinil den- 
sity source. For SIRK 352, the XlISI spectrum. taken 
five inoiiths prior to the XRT observations. sliows no ab- 
sorption and is nearly double the flux level of the second 
XRT observation. In the XRT observations. which are 
taken only a day apart, the flux changes by 40%. The 
column densities also change between these two observa- 
tions. by approximately 30%, where the XRT coluinns 
are an order of inagllitride higher than the XAIAI obser- 
vation's ineasured column deiisity. The observations for 
the low column sources indicate variability in: flux for all 
of these sources (8), coluinil deiisity for half. and power 
law index for 3 sources. 
For the sources with hydrogen coluinil densities higher 
than 10~"111-~ (Table S), five of the AGN had XRT 
observations, all with less than 100counts, while NGC 
4992 had no XRT observations. Of the remaining six 
sources, MRK 417, SWIFT 51200.8+0650, and ESO 506- 
GO27 did not vary, in that,  allowing n H ,  the power 
law, and flux to vary yielded AX2 < 10. Using the 
pegpwrlw model, the errors on the flux for each observa- 
tion (XMM and XRT) were within range of the other ob- 
servations. For example, SWIFT J1200.8f0650 showed 
an unabsorbed flux from the power law component rang- 
ing from: 1.01 - 1.25 x 10-'' ergs-' (XMM), 1.01 
- 1.29 xl0-"ergs-l cmP2 (XRT-I), and 1.04 - 1.50 
x lo-'' ergs-' (XRT-2) with ~ ~ / d o f =  235.71241 
for the tbabs*pcf abs*(pegpwrlw) model. 
The sources NGC 1142, SWIFT J0318.7+6828, ESO 
362-G018, and NGC 6860 did show significant variabil- 
ity between the XMM and XRT observations (as detailed 
in the appendix). To summarize the variability, 3 showed 
no variability, 4 had variable fluxes, 2 had varying column 
densities, and 3 showed varying spectral indices. Given 
the complex shape of the spectra of ESO 362-GO18 and 
NGC 6860, we are uncertain of how to interpret the vari- 
ability. We simply noted the sources as varying under all 
of our criteria, but again note their complexity. 
ESO 362-GO18 showed the most variability of the ob- 
jects in our study. We conclude this section with a discus- 
sion of this source's spectrum. In Figure 10a, we plotted 
the observed spectra of this source. The shape of the 
spectra varied considerably below 2 keV for all observa- 
tions. In the hard band, the XRT observations show no 
evidence of the Fe K line which is so prominent in the PN 
spectrum. In Figure lob, we plot the unfolded spectra. 
Here the y-axis corresponds to  E~ f(E). In this plot, we 
can see that the XRT spectra (taken about 2 months be- 
fore the XMM observation) are much brighter. If the Fe 
K line remained a t  the same flux level, it would be com- 
pletely dominated by the power law component. This is 
one possible explanation for the disappearance of the Fe 
K line. 
To summarize our findings, few sources (3121) varied 
appreciably on the 3 hr time scale of the XMM obser- 
vations. Those sources that did vary were bright, X-ray 
sources with spectra well-fit by simple power law rnod- 
els. Froin a comparison of the XRT and XMhl spec- 
tra, taken a day through months apart, it is clear that 
rnost of the sources vary on longer time scales. I11 the 
extreme case of ESO 362-G018, the source varies drasti- 
cally in flux. colunnl density, and overall shape in two 
nionths time. All of the low coluinil density sources 
varied in flux. while half showed evidence for wrying 
coluinn densities. Unfortunately. given the lower count 
rates in comparable exposure times. we have less data 
on the high columri deiisity sources. From a cornparison 
of the (F  ,,,, ,. -F ,,,,,, )IF,,, distributions. they appear to 
vary siiiiilarly to low colunin sources. However. higher 
quality data is necessary to draw firm conclusions. 
1. DISCL'SSIOS 
I11 this stud>-, we exanlined the X-ray properties of 
a sub-sample of BAT detected -4GS from the 9-nlonth 
B.4T catalog. These sources, selected based on their 14- 
195 keV flux. probable optical identificatioils with the 
Digital Sky Survey and 2;\IASS, and their lack of an 
archival X-ray spectrum, are probably representative of 
the whole 9-month sample. This is shown in Figure 11. 
In the plot of hydrogen colunln density versus 14-195 keV 
flux (values from Tueller e t  al. (2007)), our 22 XMM- 
Newton follow-up sources span the range of hydrogen 
column densities. Roughly half of the sources have low 
columxl densities ( 1 1 ~  < loz3 cmp2), while half are more 
heavily absorbed. We find the same ratio of absorbed 
to non-absorbed sources in our XMYI follow-up sample. 
While the low absorption sources in our sample span the 
lower range of hard X-ray fluxes (from BAT), this is ex- 
pected, since the sources were not previously studied in 
the X-ray regime. For the absorbed sources, however, we 
find that our sample spans the full range of BAT X-ray 
fluxes. 
Given that our sample of sources is a representative 
sample of the 9-month BAT catalog. it is worthwhile to 
discuss the general properties of our sources. To begin. 
the optical host galaxy classifications of our sources are 
listed in Table 1. Examining the host galaxy classifica- 
tions, 17/22 of the hosts are classified as spirals or pe- 
culiar spirals. This result is interesting, considering that 
Grogin et al. (2005) found the hosts of X-ray selected, z 
PZ 0.4 - 1.3, Chandra Deep Field sources to be dominated 
by ellipticals. If the BAT AGX hosts are predominately 
spirals, as our sample suggests, this could imply an evolu- 
tionary effect in AGN host galaxies between the ZPZ 0.03 
and z = 0.4 - 1.3 universe. 
Fkom our detailed X-ray spectral fits, we found that 9 
of the 22 sources had column densities below loz3 cmW2 
and spectra well-fit by simple power law or power law 
with a soft excess models. Nearly half of these sources 
showed evidence of having a soft excess. Optically. all of 
these sources except for SWIFT J0216.3+5128 and WKK 
1263 are Seyfert 1 - 1.2 sources. As discussed in the 
detailed spectral fitting section, SWIFT J0216.3+5128 
is most likely a blazar. Though, WKK 1263 is identified 
as a Seyfert 2 in NED, no optical spectrum is available 
in the literature to confirm this. It is possible that this 
source was simply misclassified. 
The remaining sources in our study had more complex 
X-ray spectra. For most of these sources. half of the 
sample, an absorbed power law component model fit is 
unacceptable. This was particularly true for ESO 362- 
GO18 and NGC 6860. The column densities and power 
law indices computed from the simple model, for these 
sources. are drastically different than values from inore 
conlplex models. Both of these sources, optically Sy 1.5, 
had optical images indicating dust clouds interspersed 
tvith star formation. Likely. the coillplex environment 
coiltributed to the complexity seen in the X-ray obser- 
vation. However. without higher signal-to-noise obser- 
vations we were unable to resolve the complex spectral 
conlponents. These results illustrate the danger of using 
low quality data/simple inodels to determine the prop- 
erties of coinplex sources. 
The relnaining 11 sources. half of the sample, had col- 
uinil densities clearly above 10~%111-'. IYe classified the 
observed spectra of these sources as having a "double 
power law" shape. sinlilar to Turner e t  a/. (1997a). Op- 
tically. these sources are Seyfert 2s. The exceptions are 
S G C  612. a weak-lined. giant radio galaxy. and S G C  
4992. kvhich have "galaxy" spectra or optical spectra 
showing no elnission lines indicative of AGS emission. 
NGC 612 was specifically classified as a "non-LINER. 
e.g. having non-AGN line ratios. by Lewis. Eracleous. 
& Sambruila (2003). while NGC 4992 is an INTEGRAL 
source whose optical spectrum led Masetti ef al. (2006) 
to classify the source as an X-ray bright, optically normal 
galaxy. Considering the X-ray column densities for these 
sources. the optical AGK emission could be hidden or ob- 
scured by the high colunln of gas. n~ > 5 x loz3 cinP2, 
in the line of sight. 
For all of the complex X-ray spectra sources, we fit 
the spectra with (1) a partial covering absorption model 
and (2) a double power law model, where each power law 
con~ponent had a separate absorption model. Most of the 
sources showed no significant difference in X2 between 
these two models. This makes it impossible to determine 
whether the soft flux is the result of scattering of the 
AGN light, partial covering of the AGN light, or other X- 
ray sources (such as X-ray binaries or diffuse galaxy emis- 
sion) contaminating the AGN spectrum. Particularly for 
sources, such as YGC 612, with low 0.5 - 2 keV fluxes, 
e.g., Fo j-2keV = 2 X 10-14 ergsp1 cm-2 corresponding 
to a luminosity, Lo j - 2 ~ ~ ~  PZ 4 x ergs-' , within the 
observed range of Galactic X-ray binaries, since the X- 
ray luminosity function extends to PZ 3 x ergs-I 
(Grimm, Gilfanov, & Sunyaev 2002). 
For sources with flat spectra (low photon index, I?), we 
fit the spectra with a Compton thick model (a  reflection 
dominated model, pexrav). We added the BAT spectra 
to the XMM data in order to  extend the energy range 
to 200 keV. In addition to providing an adequate fit to 
the data, replacing the heavily absorbed power law com- 
ponent with a reflection model resulted in higher spec- 
tral slopes more consistent with average AGN photon 
indices (where the BAT spectra were not curved, see Ta- 
ble 10). Based on the detailed model fits. NGC 612, 
ESO 362-G018, MRK 417. ESO 506-G027, and NGC 
6860, are classified as Compton-thick candidates. Two 
of these sources, ESO 362-GO18 and NGC 6860. have 
measured column densities nH << loz3 ~ m - ~ .  While a 
column density this low is not expected from reflection 
in a Compton-thick region, an alternate model where the 
reflection component is scattered and then absorbed out- 
side of the Compton-thick region. such as employed for 
MRK 231 (Maloney & Reynolds 2000). could explain the 
spectra. 
In addition to the Compton-thick candidates. four of 
the con~plex spectra sources had high partial covering 
fractions (> 0.99) with the partial covering model and 
very low ratios of the unabsorbed power law to the ab- 
sorbed power law component (Nr, /Pir, < 0.02) with 
the double power law model. Thus. enlission from the 
sources SWIFT J0641.3+3257. SIYIFT J0911.214533. 
S W F T  J1200.810650. and KGC 4992. was extremely 
low in the soft band (0.5 - 2 keV) compared to the hard 
band (2 - 10 keV). These sources are consistent with the 
new class proposed by Ueda et  al. (2007) of hidden or 
buried AGN. Ueda et al. (2007) predict that these sources 
should have lower [0 1111 luiilinosities than typical Seyfert 
2 sources. Archival optical spectra of NGC 4992 show 
very weak [0 1111. in fact. so much so that, as discussed 
above. the spectrum of this source appears as a typical 
galaxy. In our optical study (in preparation), we will 
explore this issue further. For now. it is important to 
note that more of these hidden sources exist. If our sam- 
ple. showing 4/22 hidden AGS. is representative of the 
larger BAT sample. we expect that about 115th of local 
AGN have these same properties, making them nearly 
undetectable in optical samples. 
Having classified the sources into categories, we now 
describe the general properties of our sample as a whole. 
To begin, in Figure 12 we plotted the column densities 
versus two different flux ratios (similar to a diagnostic in 
hlalizia et al. (2007)). The column densities we used are 
listed in Tables 5, 6, and 9, where we used the column 
density of the more heavily absorbed power law compo- 
nent for the complex spectra. The flux ratios plotted are 
the ratios of F2-10 k e ~ / F 1 4 - 1 ~ j  ke" (mediumlhard) and 
Fo.5-2 kev/F2-lo k,v (soft/medium). In the plots, we 
represent the three classes of objects (simple power law 
or power law and blackbody fit sources with low columns 
(blue), complex heavily absorbed spectra (black), and 
complex spectra that require more complicated models 
(red)). We find that the low absorption sources have av- 
erage values of mediumlhard and soft/medium flux of 
0.38 and 0.48, respectively. There is little change be- 
tween the mediumlhard and soft/medium flux (= 20%) 
for the low absorption sources. The heavily absorbed 
sources, however, have average values of mediumlhard 
and soft/medium flux of 0.08 and 0.02. This is a 75% 
change in the values. Obviously, there is much less soft 
flux for the absorbed sources. The complex sources with 
poorly defined spectral models, have intermediate values 
of the mediumlhard and soft/medium colors of 0.17 and 
0.11. 
In terms of use as a diagnostic, we find that the plot 
of column density versus ratio of F2- 10 keV /F IG  ig5 liev 
(mediumlhard) is a good diagnostic of column den- 
sity, for nH < 1 0 ~ % m - ~ .  Sources with similar column 
densities occupy areas close to the regions of constant 
power law index plotted (for r = 1.5 and 1.9). This is 
not true for the plot of column density versus ratio of 
FO.~-2 keV IF2- 10 kev (soft/medium). This appears to be 
a poor diagnostic, despite its wide spread use in deep X- 
ray surveys, with a large spread in the soft/medium color 
particularly seen in the sources with nH > loz3 cm-'. 
F'rom these color diagrams, we decided to construct a 
color-color diagram of the soft/medium flux ratio versus 
the hardlmedium flux ratio in attempts to construct a 
better diagnostic diagram for sources with too few counts 
to measure column density. In Figure 13, we plot this 
diagram using the same synlbols as in the previous di- 
agram to indicate low absorption (blue). coillplex (red), 
and more heavily absorbed (black) sources. In this fig- 
ure. it is clear that the different types of sources are 
clearly separated. The low absorption sources occupy 
the left hand upper corner, where the soft/medium and 
hard/medium colors are nearly equal. The heavily ab- 
sorbed sources are closer to the right bottom corner, 
where the hard/medium flus ratio is much higher than 
the soft/inediuin flus ratio. Between these values. the 
coinplex sources as well as a source from each of the 
other two categories. reside. All of these sources have 
ineasured coluilln densities fro111 10" - loL3 till-', inter- 
mediary between the two classes. This result is very nice 
in that it provides a good diagnostic tool for observations 
with few counts. but requires data above 15 keV. 
In addition to the flux and coluilln density measure- 
ments, we have measured power law indices. blackbody 
conlponents (where present), and Fe K equivalent widths 
(with the physical width of the line fixed to 0.01 keV at 
6.4 keV). From our sample, we found no correlation be- 
tween the hard band (2 - 10 keV) lunlinosity and power 
law indices. A11 important point to note is that the 
measured power law index for the complex spectra de- 
pends very much on the model used. Comparing the re- 
sults of the partial covering model with the double power 
law model (Tables 8 and 9), the average power law in- 
dex for the partial covering model is significantly higher 
(< I? >= 1.74 compared to < r2 >= 1.36) with smaller 
associated error bars. For the remaining 9 sources, the 
sources with spectra modeled by absorbed simple power 
law or power law and blackbody models, < r >= 1.75, 
similar to the results from the partial covering model. 
The values for the simple model/low absorption sources 
and those from the partial covering model are consis- 
tent with average photon indices for AGN (z 1.8 from 
Mushotzky (1982)). 
Soft excesses, modeled with a blackbody component, 
were statistically significant in half of the spectra mod- 
eled by a simple power law model. We find a signifi- 
cantly smaller fraction compared to the ROSAT sample 
of Gallo e t  al. (2007), who find soft excesses in all of 
their sources. Due to  the low number of counts for the 
heavily absorbed sources, we can not quantify with cer- 
tainty how many complex/heavily absorbed sources have 
this component, but at least one source (NGC 1142) has 
a statistically significant soft excess. For the low ab- 
sorption sources, < IcT >= 0.08 keV, which is similar to  
but slightly lower than that seen for PG selected QSOs 
(< kTBB >= 0.14 ?C 0.02 keV) (Porquet e t  al. 2004; Pi- 
concelli e t  al. 2005). If the soft excess is the result of 
a thermal process, the lower kT values in our sample 
could be related to the lower luminosities of our sample, 
compared to the PG QSOs. 
The final spectral component measured for our entire 
sample is the Fe K equivalent width (EW) at 6.4 keV. In 
Figure 14, we plot the Fe K EW versus the hard band (2 
- 10 keV) luminosity. We fit a line with the OLS bisector 
method to the upper limits of the EW measurements 
(see plot), yielding a fit of log E W  = (-0.697 It 0.144) x 
log L2- lokeu  + (32.045 & 6.164). The significance of this 
fit, indicated by R2 = 0.22, is very low. Thus, our results 
show no indication of the X-ray Baldwin or IT  effect 
(Iwasawa & Taniguchi 1993), an anti-correlation of Fe K 
EW and hard band luminosity. 
For the low absorption/simple model sources, we mea- 
sured the significance of the 0 VII and 0 VIII edges to 
search for evidence of a warill absorber (see Table 7). All 
of the simple model sources. with the possible exception 
of WKK 1263. are classified optically as Seyfert Is and 
thus can be directly coinpared with the Reynolds (1997) 
sample. I11 Figure 15. we plot the values of optical depth 
for each of the edges versus L1-lOkeL. for our sources 
as well as the Reynolds (1997) sources with luminosi- 
ties in the same range. -4s the figure shows, the optical 
depths we found for our sources are inuch lower than 
those from the Reynolds sample. Only one source. ESO 
490-G026. had a clear ctetectioil (Ax2  = 25) with the 
optical depths of both edges having upper limits above 
0.10. Thus, where half of the Reynolds sample and 13/18 
of the George e t  al. (1998) sample showed evidence of a 
warm absorber in the line of sight, we find only 118 of 
our Seyfert 1 sources to show significant evidence of a 
warin absorber. This result could be due to an incom- 
plete or biased sample of Seyfert 1 sources, since these 
were among the low absorption sources with the lowest 
BAT flux in the 9-month sample. Alternatively. our re- 
sult could be representative of the entire BAT sample. In 
this case, it is possible that the previous AGN samples 
showed more detections because they were from an opti- 
cally selected/soft X-ray selected sample. Thus, a possi- 
bility is that the emission that ionizes the gas. creates a 
region of warm. ionized gas. that also destroys dust. An 
optical or softer X-ray survey could preferentially select 
these sources, missing more obscured sources. Analy- 
sis of the remaining BAT sources will allow us to verify 
whether our result of few warm absorbers is consistent 
with the properties of the entire 9-nionth catalog. 
In addition to the spectral properties, we examined 
our sources for two types of variability: (1) during the 
XMM observations and (2) variability in spectral form 
and brightness between the XMM and XRT observations. 
For the first type of variability, we created binned light 
curves for each object in our sample. We found that 3/21 
sources showed significant variability, with rates varying 
by 2.4 - 2.8 ct s-' over time scales of 0.8 - 2.7 hr, in the 
PN observations. The sources that varied the most were 
all Seyfert 1 sources with low absorption and X-ray spec- 
tra well-fit by simple power law or power law and a black- 
body models. These sources were among the brightest in 
our sample. While only three sources showed short term 
variability, during the XMM observation which lasted 
= 10 ks, nearly all of the sources (13116) exhibited vari- 
ability on longer time scales, of hours to months, from 
comparisons of the XMM and XRT observations. This 
result agrees with earlier studies which found AGY more 
variable on long time scales than short time scales (Barr 
& Mushotzky 1986; Yandra e t  al. 1997). 
From our comparison of the XMM and XRT spectra, 
we found 13/16 sources had varying fluxes, 6/16 had 
varying column densities, and 6/16 sources had varying 
power law indices. Sources tended to vary more in the 
soft band than the hard band (see the Variability sec- 
tion). Unfortunately, due to lower count rates. measuring 
variability for the heavily absorbed sources was more un- 
certain, particularly in the soft band (0.5 - 2 keV). In ad- 
dition. we had less XRT observations with > 100 counts 
for these sources. Based on the result that our sources 
varied nlore in the soft than hard band. it is likely that 
if we had more counts in the soft band for the heavily 
absorbed sources. as well as more observations for com- 
parison. our results would agree with other AGN vari- 
ability studies which found > 90% of their sources to 
vary over the tinie scale of inonths to years (such as the 
AGS from the Lockman Hole (IIateos e t  al. 2007) and 
Chandra Deep Fields (Bauer e t  al. 2003: Paolillo et  al. 
2004) studies). 
In Figure 16. we plot column density versus flux and 
photon index versus flux for the sources that vary. The 
plots show the observed parailleter for each observa- 
tion/average paranleter for the source. where the ob- 
served values for each source are plotted with a different 
symbol. I11 the colunlrl density figure. there is clearly 
no correlation seen between the column density and flux. 
Similar results were found by Risaliti. Elvis. S; Sicas- 
tro (2002) for a sainple of Seyfert 2 galaxies. where they 
conclude that the variations in column density call not 
be caused by varying ioilizatioll states but by a clumpy 
absorber. In the plot of spectral indices, however, we 
do find a correlation between the spectral index and the 
flux. Therefore, we find that higher fluxes correspond 
to higher spectral indices. This result has been seen for 
individual sources (bIushotzky, Done, & Pounds 1993). 
Based on a variability study of the AGN sources in the 
Lockman Hole. Mateos e t  al. (2007) find no correlation 
between spectral variability and flux variability. Fur- 
ther. they find flux variability much more prevalent in 
their sample than spectral variability. finding spectral 
variability in only 14 f 8% of Seyfert 1s and 3.1 & 14% of 
Seyfert 2s. We do not have a complete sample for Seyfert 
2 sources. due to the low number of counts in the XRT 
observations for heavily absorbed sources. However, we 
find 718 classified Seyfert 1 sources to exhibit a varia- 
tion in either column density or power law index, much 
higher than the Mateos e t  al. (2007) value. Additionally. 
as we stated earlier, there is a clear correlation between 
changing flux and power law index for individual sources. 
For the Compton-thick sources, variability or a lack 
thereof, gives clues to  the size and location of the 
Compton-thick gas. For our heavily obscured Compton- 
thick candidates, only MRK 417 had enough counts in 
an XRT observation (> 100 counts) to test for long term 
variability. We found no statistically significant evidence 
of variability for this source between the XMM and XRT 
observations, taken 6 months apart. This lack of variabil- 
ity in two observations does not give us much informa- 
tion. For the low absorption Compton-thick candidates, 
however, we find a great deal of variability between the 
XMM and XRT observations. In particular, for NGC 
6860, the flux and spectral index are higher in the XRT 
observations. while the column density is lower. Since the 
XRT observation was taken 4 months earlier, this puts 
a limit on the suggested change from Compton-thin to 
a reflection-dominated spectrum. Similarly, significant 
changes are seen between the XRT and XMM observa- 
tions of ESO 362-G018. In this source, the most sig- 
nificant change is the disappearance of the strong Fe K 
line seen in the XMM observation. A smaller time con- 
straint is placed on this source, 2 months between the 
last XRT and the XMhI observation, for a change from 
a Compton-thin to a reflection-dominated spectrum. 
Changes from Compton-thin to Compton-thick spec- 
tra have been noted before, particularly by hlatt. Guani- 
nazzi. 6i Alaiolino (2003). They discuss two possible sce- 
narios to explain the changes in spectra, a change in col- 
umn density of the absorber (Risaliti. Elvis, & Sicastro 
2002) and a "switched-off" source. that is. a state where 
the elllission froin the central source drastically decreases 
below our detection threshold. For both ESO 362-GO18 
and S G C  6860. Seyfert 1.5 sources embedded in dusty 
host galaxies, a chailgirlg absorber is a more appealing 
explanation. 
3. STLILIARY 
From our analysis of the XLIhI and XRT spectra of 
22 BAT-selected AGS. the complexity of the spectra of 
a large fractioi~ of nearby (< z >z 0.03) AGS is clear. 
Based 011 the range of X-ray coluilln densities and BAT 
(14 - 195 keV) fluxes (Tueller et al. 2007), our sources are 
a representative sarnple of the 9-month BAT catalog. In 
analyzing their properties. we are presenting for the first 
time the global X-ray properties of an unbiased. local 
AGN sample. 
Within our sample, we find half of the sources to 
have low absorption (nH < cnle2) and spectra well- 
described by simple power law models. Half of these 
sources statistically show evidence of a soft excess. We 
tested these sources for the presence of a warm absorber, 
finding only one statistically significant detection out of 
8 low absorption sources. This is at odds with the stud- 
ies of Reyilolds (1997); George et al. (1998) who found 
half or more of their samples consistent with warm ab- 
sorbers. If our result of few warm absorbers is found in 
the entire Seyfert 1 BAT AGN sample, the detection of 
a large number of warm absorbers is likely a selection 
effect of optical/soft X-ray AGN samples. 
The remaining 13 sources, which had too few soft 
counts to  test for the presence of a warm absorber, have 
more complex spectra. Within the class of complex 
sources, we find five Compton-thick candidates (based 
on a flat spectrum above 2 keV), two of these sources 
with spectra too complex to model successfully with the 
available signal-to-noise. Additionally, four other sources 
are consistent with the hiddenlburied AGN described in 
Ueda et al. (2007). Since = 115 of our sample fits in this 
category, we agree with Ueda et al. (2007) that these 
types of sources are a significant fraction of local AGN. 
If these sources have weak [0 1111 emission, as Ueda e t  
al. (2007) predicts, they would be easily missed in optical 
surveys and require very hard X-ray surveys, such as the 
BAT and Integral surveys, for detection. 
On short time scales, during the = 3 hr XMM obser- 
vations, we found that only 3/21 sources varied signif- 
icantly, all of which were bright, low absorption X-ray 
sources. Comparing the XRT and XMM observations of 
16/22 sources, which were separated by hours to months, 
we were able to compare the spectra for longer time scale 
variability. Most of the sources varied in flux (13/16), 
such that our results agree with previous studies which 
found AGN to vary more on longer time scales than short 
time scales (Barr &L Mushotzky 1986; ru'andra et al. 1997). 
In terms of spectral variability, nearly half of the sources 
varied in both column density (6116) and power law in- 
dex (6116). We found no correlation between colun~n 
density and flux between observations for the individ- 
ual sources. However, there was a strong correlation 
between power law index and 0.3 - lOkeV flux, where 
steeper slopes correspond to higher fluxes. Contrary to 
the variability study by Mateos et al. (2007) who find 
only 14 5 8% of their sample of Seyfert 1s with varying 
spectral shapes, we find 718 identified Seyfert 1s to vary 
in either column density or power law index. 
Optically, the Seyfert type of the sources match the 
X-ray column densities. Thus, the Seyfert 1 sources 
have n~ < 10" cm-2 and the Seyfert 2 sources have 
n,q > 1 0 ~ % m - ~ .  The two sources with no optical 
AGN signatures are heavily absorbed sources with nH > 
5 x ~ m - ~ .  The host galaxies of this our sample are 
mostly spirals, contrasting with the results of Grogin 
e t  al. (2005), who find elliptical hosts dominating the 
i % 0.4 - 1.3 universe. 
We are continuing to analyze the XRT spectra, as well 
as search the literature, for the X-ray properties of the 
complete sample of 9-month BAT AGN. With the X-ray 
properties of our complete sample, we will compare the 
BAT AGN properties with those of other AGN samples, 
such as the ASCA sample of Seyfert 1 and Seyfert 2 
sources presented in Turner et al. (1997a) and Turner 
e t  al. (1997b). In addition, we are analyzing the optical 
spectra of a sub-sample of the sources to determine the 
optical properties of our sample. With these data, we 
will present the optical and X-ray properties of a local 
AGN sample. 
We thank Christopher Reynolds for useful discussions. 
Also, we acknowledge the work that the Swift BAT team 
has done, which has made this work possible. Facilities: 
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DETAILS OX VARIABILITY OF IKDIVIDLAL SOURCES 
Below we describe the variability between observations for the AGK listed in Table 12. The low column density 
sources are those whose best-fit spectra were fit by a simple absorbed power law or a power law and blackbody model. 
The high column density/complex sources are those that we fit with the partial covering/do~lble power law models. In 
the following discussion, XT\ll\il is used to denote the P N  spectrum while XRT-1 denotes, for example, the first XRT 
observation for the source. as listed in Table 2. 
Low Co1wm.r~ Den.sity Sources 
MRK 352 -- The PN and two XRT spectra for MRK 352 were not well fit until the flux was allowed to vary. A 
varying flux improved the fit by Ax2 E 6500. The fit was then greater improved by allowing the colunln density to 
change (AX2 = 320). Changing the power law index and normalizations improved the fit by AX2 = 30, however, 
the power law photon indices were the same within the errorbars. The best-fit tbabsxtbabs*(pegpwrlw + bbody) 
model is shown in Figure 9 where x2/dof = 1289.01/1189. The black body and power law components were those 
seen in Table 6. Hydrogen column density changes between the observations as: 0.00 - 0.02 x 1 0 ~ ' c m - ~  (XMM), 
0.83 - 1.04 x 10" cm-2 (XRT-I), 1.28 - 1.51 x 10" cm-2 (XRT-2). The flux errors from the pegged power law 
component were: 1.96 - 2.00 x lo-'' ergs-' cmP2 (XMM), 1.37 - 1.47 x lo-'' erg s-' cm-2 (XRT-I), and 0.98 - 1.05 
x l ~ - " e r g s - ' c m - ~  (XRT-2). Considering that the XRT observations were taken only a day apart, it is clear that 
this source varies considerably. Five months earlier. the XMM spectra show the source nearly twice as bright with no 
absorption. 
SWIFT JO216.3+5128 -- All of the observations for SWIFT J0216.3+5128 took place within the span of a month. 
While no variations were seen between the column densities and power law indices (AX2 < 3), the flux did vary. 
The flux errors from the pegged power law component were: 1.63 - 1.75 ~ l O - ~ ' e r ~ s - ' c r n - ~  (XMM), 2.25 - 2.52 
x lo-" ergs-' cmP2 (XRT-l), 2.15 - 2.43 x lo-'' erg s-I cm-2 (XRT-2), and 1.72 - 2.12 x lo-'' ergs- cm-2 (XRT- 
3). From the first two observations, the flux drops about 30% over two weeks and then remains at about the same 
level through the last two observations. 
ESO 548-GO81 -- The spectra of ESO 548-GO81 were found not to vary in column density. However, they did vary 
in both flux (AX2 = 625) and r (AX2 = 60). We fit this source with a tbab~*tbabs*(~egpwrlw + bbody + zgauss) 
model with ~ ' / d o f  = 1428.1/1295. We note that the blackbody parameters were not fixed for observation XRT-2. 
This spectrum showed a soft excess that was fit with a blackbody much lower than the value for the XMM observation 
(see Table 6 with kT in the range of 0.034 - 0.049 keV. There were remaining residuals in this fit for XRT-2, leaving 
us unsure of the nature of this feature which could be the result of a hot pixel or the instrument. The higher energy 
spectrum (above 0.5 keV) appeared well fit by the model used. We found the error on the photon index as: 1.851 
- 1.877 (XMM), 1.716 - 1.802 (XRT-I), and 1.930 - 2.002 (XRT-2). The flux errors from the pegged power law 
component were: 2.91 - 2.96 x l ~ - ~ ' e r g s - ' c m - ~  (XMM), 3.76 - 4.04 ~ l O - ' ~ e r g s - l  cm-2 (XRT-I), and 4.13 - 4.33 
xl0-"ergs-' cm-2 (XRT-2). It  is unclear whether the changes between the XMM observation and XRT-1 reflect 
differences in the instruments or the source. Both observations were taken on the same day, nine hours apart. Two 
months later. the XRT-2 observation shows the source to have a steeper power law index and a higher flux. 
ESO 490-GO2G - Allowing flux. column density, and power law indices to vary between the four observations of ESO 
4904026 greatly improved the fit with Ax2 values of 171, 21, and 62. We used an absorbed power law + blackbody 
model (kT set at the value in Table 6) with an Fe K line. Using the pegpwrl for a power law component. the best fit 
gave \'/dof = 1281.8/1313. The errors on nH were: 2.96 - 3.59 x 10" cmP2 (Xhlhl), 3.10 - 3.81 x lo2' cm-2 (XRT-I), 
2.54 - 3.84 x lo2' (XRT-2). and 4.12 - 6.74 x lo2' cmP2 (XRT-3). The errors on the photon index were: 1.66 
- 1.71 (Xblhl). 1.88 - 2.00 (XRT-1). 1.63 - 1.86 (XRT-2). and 1.74 - 2.09 (XRT-3). Finally. the errors on the flux 
from the pegged power law conlponent were: 3.23 - 3.32 x lo-'' ergs-' cnlP2 (Xhlhl). 3.79 - 4.09 x lo-'' erg s-' c111-~ 
(XRT-1). 3.53 - 3.97 x10-'' ergs-' cm-' (XRT-2). and 2.71 - 3.37 x 10-"ergs-' c111-~ (XRT-3). Observation XRT-1 
occurred about 3 mollths before the X l I l I  observation. In this time. the power law index flattened while the flux 
decreased. The colui-~ln density of the sources does not vary between the first three observations. However. between 
XRT-2 and XRT-3. 5 days apart. the column increased by nearly twice the previous anlount with the flux decreasing. 
S'NrIFT ,70904.315538 -- As with ESO 490-G026. all of the parairleters (column density flux. and power lax  photon 
index) varied for S\I?FT ,10904.3J-5538. For this source, we fixed the parameters of the blackbody component to the 
best-fit values of the X l l l l  PS observation. No Fe K line was required in this spectrum. The A t 2  values allowing 
flux. n ~ .  and r to vary rvere 523. 12. and 20. Errors for column density were: 0.61 - 1.29 x1021 cmP2 (XlIAl). 1.01 
- 1.93 x 10" cm-* (XRT-1). and 1.37 - 2.41 x lo2' cnl-' (XRT-2). The errors on the plloton index were: 1.80 - 
1.97 (XlIAl). 1.45 - 1.69 (XRT-I), and 1.49 - 1.75 (XRT-2). Finally. the errors on the flux from the pegged power 
law co~llpoilent were: 0.94 - 1.02 x lo-'' ergs-' c i ~ l - ~  (XlISl). 0.76 - 0.88 x 10-l1 ergs-' cnl-' (XRT-1). and 0.60 - 
0.69 x lo-'' erg s-' c111-~ (XRT-2). Between XRT-1 and XRT-2, approximately a nlonth apart, the source dimmed by 
20% and then brightened more than twice that anlount 3 months later in the XllLl observatioil. With the higher 
flux. the XhlN observation showed less absorption and a steeper slope. 
MCG +04-22-042 -- hICG +04-22-042 was well-fit with a simple absorbed power law (pegpwrlw) with ~ ~ / d o f  = 
1534.8/1190. This fit required flux and colunln density to vary between the XMh4 and XRT observations with AX2 of 
938 and 298, respectively. Errors for column density were: 0.00 - 0.02 x lo2' cmP2 (XR.111) and 1.77 - 3.36 x lo2' cmP2 
(XRT-1). Though these values are small, there was clearly a change in column density, evidenced by the very significant 
change in X2 .  The errors on the flux for the pegged power law component were: 3.38 - 3.42 x 10-l1 ergs-' cmP2 (XMM) 
and 2.29 - 2.44 x lo-'' ergs-' cm-2 (XRT-1). The two observations were approxin~ately 5 months apart, showing that 
the flux and column changed while the photon index remained roughly the same. The flux increased (in the XMhl 
obs.) while the column density decreased. 
UGC 6728 -- In the four UGC 6728 spectra, the only statistically significant variation is in flux (AX2 = 680). 
The absorbed pegged power law model yields a best-fit ~ ~ / d o f  f 855.31863. This source varies by a high amount 
with errors in flux of: 1.15 - 1.19 x 10-l1 ergs-' cmP2 (XMM), 2.12 - 2.28 x lo-'' ergs-' cm-2 (XRT-I), 1.40 - 1.60 
x 10-l1 ergs-' cmP2 (XRT-2), and 1.53 - 1.89 x 10-l1 ergs-' cmP2 (XRT-3). Thus, the flux doubled between the four 
months from the XMM observation and XRT-1. It  then decreased by about 25% over 5 days, remaining at about the 
same level in the XRT-3 observation a week later. 
W K K  1263 -- The only significant change in X2 for the combined spectral fits to WKK 1263 was in flux (AX2 = 150). 
The best-fit pegged power law fit had X2 dof = 826.81782. The errors on the flux from the pegged power law i component were: 1.52 - 1.57 x 10-l1 ergs- c1nP2 (XMM), 1.18 - 1.39 x 10-l1 ergs-' cm-2 (XRT-l), and 1.07 - 1.21 
x 10-l1 ergs-' (XRT-2). The source was brighter (by as much as 50%) in the XMM observation taken about a 
month after the XRT observations. 
MCG +09-21-096 -- MCG +09-21-096 showed significant variation in X2 when allowing variations in flux and power 
law photon index (AX2 = 797 and 12). The model (tbabs*pegpwrlw) was a good fit with X2/dof = 1289.211334. 
Errors on I? were: 1.78 - 1.79 (XMM), 1.77 - 1.82 (XRT-l), and 1.67 - 1.74 (XRT-2). The errors on the flux from 
the pegged power law component were: 2.77 - 2.81 x l ~ - ~ ~ e r g s - ~  cm-"XMM), 3.97 - 4.16 ~ 1 0 - ~ ~ e r g s - '  
(XRT-I), and 3.50 - 3.74 x lo-'' ergs-' (XRT-2). Between the XRT-1 and XMM observations, 7 months 
apart, the photon index is the same while the flux decreased by about 40%. Then, in the week between the XMM 
and XRT-2 observation, the source photon index flattened slightly while the flux increased to  nearly the level in the 
XRT-1 observation. 
Hzgh Column Denszty/Complex Sources 
NGC 1142 - Since NGC 1142 has a strong Fe K line (see Table 8 for EW and normalization), we fixed the Fe 
K parameters for the three XRT observations to the best fit values for the PN spectrum. Allowing the flux to vary 
between these observations improved the fit by AX2 = 130. There is no evidence of variability in column density, 
however, varying power law components improved the fit by AX% 30. Fitting the spectra with a pegged power law 
model, the best-fit model has x2/dof = 132.6/105. Errors on the power law photon index, r, were: 1.54 - 2.29 (XMM), 
2.34 - 3.85 (XRT-I), 2.15 - 3.98 (XRT-2). and 1.08 - 2.94 (XRT-3). Though the error bars for the photon index are 
large, due to the few counts for this heavily absorbed source. it is clear that observation XRT-1 has a steeper power 
law component than the XMM observation. The errors on the pegpwrlw flux were: 1.97 - 6.01 x 10-l' ergs-' cnlP2 
(XhllY, 10.87 - 322.3 xl0-"ergs-' cinp2 (XRT-I), 10.10 - 478 ~ l O - ' ' e r g s - ~ c r n - ~  (XRT-I), and 3.81 - 43.13 
x lo-' ergs-' c111-~ (XRT-3). Once again, the XRT error bars are large due to the few counts. n'oting that the Xh/I?vI 
observation occurred 6 nlonths before XRT-1, clearly the flux is higher in the XRT-1 observation while the photon 
index is steeper. No conclusions can be drawn from the final two XRT observations. 
SWIFT J0318.71-6828 -- SWIFT J0318.7+6828 showed no variability in colulnn density or power law component 
between the XSILI and two XRT observations (Ax2 < 3 allowing each to vary). The variability was significant in flux 
with Ax2  "i 40 when a constant model was added. The errors on the pegpwrlw flux were computed as: 1.01 - 1.25 
x lo-'' ergs-' cnlP2 (XSISI). 0.76 - 1.00 x 10-" ergs-' cnl-"XRT-1). and 0.79 - 1.04 x lo-'' erg s-' c111-? (XRT-2) 
1vit11 x2/dof= 412.9/452. Thus. the XRT observations, taken a week apart, did not vary. However. three nlonths 
earlier the XSISI observations show the source to be brighter by z 30%. 
ESO 362-GO18 -- As mentioned. the spectra of ESO 362-GO18 showed inore varidbility than any other source in this 
sain111e. The value F,,,,, - F,,,,,, IF,  , for this source was 1.64 in the soft band and 1.22 in the hard band. This source 
llad a complex spectrum. described i11 the Detailed Spectral Fitting section. 11-e fit the XLISI and XRT spectra of 
this source with a pnrtial covering and power law model. However. we added gaussian coillponents to fit the strong 
Fe K line (in the XSISI obsers,ation) and the helium-like oygen  edge. The best-fit model required flus, n ~ .  and
T to vary (+A\' = 1890. 251. and 10) with \'/tiof = 538.4/415. The errors on column density were 24.54 - 31.23 
x 10" ccm-- (XSISI). 6.47 - 269.3 x lo2' cm-' (XRT-1). and 2.12 - 1.71 x 10" c111-~ (XRT-2). with partial covering 
fractions of 0.91 - 0.93 (XAIAI). 0.10 - 0.91 (XRT-1). and 0.45 - 0.68 (XRT-2). Errors on the photon index were: 
2.13 - 2.23 (XSISI). 1.76 - 2.05 (XRT-1). and 1.69 - 1.99 (XRT-2). Finallv. errors on flux for the pegged pol\-er lan- 
component were: 1.46 - 1.83 x 10-l1 ergs-' cnl-' (XSISI). 2.17 - 7.69 x lo-" ergs-' cm-' (XRT-1). and 2.25 - 2.95 
x 10-I ' erg s- ' cn-' (XRT-2). 
In Figure 10a, we show the nornlalized XSISI and XRT spectra with best-fit model. It is clear from this figure 
that this source varied a great deal in these observations. Both XRT-1 and XRT-2, despite the large error bars 011 
XRT-2, have similar spectra. These observations were taken approximately a month apart. Taken two months later, 
the XhlM observation looks like a different source altogether. In this time, the column density increased by a factor 
of 10. Additionally, the photon index became steeper and the flux dropped by about 50%. Along with these changes, 
the Fe K line (not distinguishable in the XRT observations) became extremely prominent. One likely explanation for 
the appearance of the Fe K line is that it was simply too din1 to be distiilguishable at the higher flux levels exhibited 
in the XRT observations. This is illustrated in the unfolded spectrum shown in Figure lob. In this plot. where the 
y-axis shows E2 f(E). it is clear that if the Fe K line remained at the same flux level as in the XMhI observation it 
would be completely dominated by the power law component. 
NGC 6860 -- As mentioned in the Detailed Spectral Fitting section. the spectruin of NGC 6860 is quite complex. 
Due to this coinplexity and a lack of signal to noise (especially considering that the P N  data was corrupted). we 
are unsure of the true nature of this spectrum. Therefore. we decided to compare the XMM and XRT spectra with 
the pcfabs*pow model. This may not be the most valid description of the data, but it gives a basis to compare the 
spectra. Using this model, we fit both of the MOS observations (with the parameters n~ and r tied together while 
the flux was allowed to vary) simultaneously with the XRT observation. Variations were statistically significant for 
flux, nH, and F with AX2 = 83, 56, and 15, respectively. The best-fit for the partial covering, pegged power law 
model yielded ~ ' / d o f  of 513.31430. Errors on the column density were 3.33 - 6.09 x ~ m - ~  (XiLIM) and 0.59 - 1.73 
x cmP2 (XRT) with covering fraction errors of 0.0 - 0.66 (XMM) and 0.73 - 0.92 (XRT). The photon index errors 
were: 0.64 - 0.88 (XMM and 1.16 - 1.71 (XRT). Finally, errors on the flux from the pegged power law component 1 were: 1.06 - 1.19 x10-I e r g s - l ~ m - ~  (XMM WOS-1). 0.99 - 1.12 ~ l O - ~ ~ e r g s - ~ c r n - ~  (XMM MOS-2), and 1.44 - 
1.88 x lo-'' ergs-' cmP2 (XRT). These obselvations were taken 4 months apart. Interestingly, the XRT observation 
is well-fit by the partial covering model, giving photon index and covering fractions similar to the typical values seen in 
Table 8. However, the column density is much lower (by a factor of 10 from the other sources). Between the XRT and 
XMM observations, the column density seems to have doubled while the photon index flattened and the flux decreased 
by nearly half. 
channel energy (keV) 
FIG. 1. XhlM-Newton P N  and the highest quality XRT spectrum for S G C  1142 centered on the 6.4 keV fluorescent Fe K line. The 
lines represent a sinlple absorbed power law model. In the -- 10 ks P S ,  the Fe K line is clearly distinguishable requiring the addition of a 
Gaussian corriponent. However, the - 7ks  S R T  spectrum, binned as the P S  spectrum with 20 photonsibin. does not have the spectral 
~.esolution required to distinguish this feature. \Ye found this to be the case with all of the S R T  spectra examined for these 22 BAT AGSs. 
channel energy (keV) 
FIG. 2 .  Y.1111 spectrulrl (PS. IIOS1. and lIOS2) of SGC 1142 fit with the model tbabs*pcfabs*(pow + zgauss)*const. There is a 
clear soft excess wit11 possible unresol~ed lines (in PS). \Ve firid that a better fit to this source is obtained with the addition of a blackbody 
~ r~ode l .  
channel energy (keV) 
FIG. 3. XI111 lIOS1 (no PS data  was available for tliis source) and SWIFT BAT spectra of NGC 6860 fit wit,h a reflectio11 model. 
The spectrum of this source is very complex a i d  could be adequately fit by a few different models ( s ~ ~ c h  as a reflectioll model. ionized 
absorption in place of neutral absorption. and a double partial covering nlodel). However. residuals in tile model point to co~nplrxity that 
can not be explained without higher signal-to-noise observations. 
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FIG. 4.  XMM and BAT spectra of the Compton-thick candidate sources NGC 612 (left) and MRK 417 (right). The model used is 
tbabsr(tbabs*pow + tbabs*(pexrav + zgauss))*const. The unfolded spectrum is plotted (E= f(E) VS. E, where f(E) is the model). The 
fits t o  the sources are described in the text. These fits were obtained with the constant factor set t o  1.0 (normalized to the P N  spectrum). 
The BAT spectra show some curvature and are not well fit by this model. This was not true of the remaining 3 Compton-thick candidates. 
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FIG. 5 .  Light curves binned by 100s for the XMM P N  observations of MRK 352, ESO 548-G081, and UGC 6728. These two were the 
only sources to show significant variability above the background l e ~ e l ( ~ ~ / d o f  > 1.5 compared to a constant flux model). Each of these 
sources are among the brightest flux sources in our sample (though not the three brightest), all optical Seyfert 1 sources. 
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I .  6. Plots of tlic flux variatiori i l l  the soft 0.5 - 2 ke\' (+) and hard 2 - 10 keV (x) bands for sources with S l I L I  and XRT observations 
(> 100col11its). These flux values were obtained frorn sirnple absorbed power law fits (see Tables 3 and 1). For the sources with few/no 
counts ill tlie soft band, the soft flux urns unmeasurable. 
FIG.  7. Distribution of variability measurements. (F,,,,,-F,,,l)/F,,.g, for all of the sources listed in Table 12. The first histogram 
shows the values for the soft (0.5 - 2.0 keV) band while the second set of histograms show the distribution in the hard (3.0 - 10.0keV) 
band. For the soft band, we show the distribution only for the low column density/simple model sources. The rnore absorbed/complex 
sources had fewer colints in the soft band. making the (F,,,a,-F,,,,,,)/F,,.g unreliable for most of these sources. Further, only half of the 
absorbed sources had XRT observations with > lOOcounts over all bands, so the sa~nple  is not co~nplete even in the hard band. For the  
si~nple model sources. we find that the variability. estimated from (F,,l,,-F,,,,,,)/Fui.g. is higher for many of the sources ill the soft band 
than the hard band. 
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FIG.  8. Plots of the Hux variation in the soft 0 . 3  2 keV and hard 2 - 10keV bands, measured by (F,,,,-F,,,,n)/F,,.g, versus number of 
days between observations for the niaxi~nu~ri and minimum flux. In this figure, sources with X-ray spectra best descr~bed by a simple model 
(triangles), conlplex model (circles). and the two complex sources with nH < (squares) are plotted. Tlie (F,,,,-F,,,,,)/F,,,g 
values are lower in the hard band. 111 the soft band. three complex sources are not plotted due to uncertainty in measuring their soft Huxes. 
The average value of At,,,,, or It,,,,,-t,,,,,, 1 is about 100 days for both hard and soft flux. 
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FIG. 9. (left) XMM P N  spectrum (black) with two XRT (red and blue) observations for MRK 352 fit with the model 
tbabs*tbabs*(pegpwrlw + bbody). The best-fit model required both the hydrogen column density and flux to vary between the three 
spectra. (right) The unfolded spectrum (E' f(E) VS. E, where f(E) is the model) is plotted for the same source, MRK 352. 
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FIG. 10. (left) XMM P N  spectrum (black) with two XRT (red and blue) observations for ESO 362-GO18 fit with the  model 
tbabs*pcfabs*(pegpwrlw + zgauss + zgauss). This source, with a complex spectrum, varied considerably between the XRT observa- 
tions, taken approximately 2 months later, and XMM observation. The XMM observation shows a strong Fe K line and a column density 
10 times that seen by the XRT observations. The flux is also lower by % 50% in the XMM observation (the spectra shown are normalized 
and exhibit the observed spectrum). (right) The unfolded spectrum for ESO 362-GO18 is plotted (E' f(E) VS. E).  If the Fe K line 
remained at  the same level as in the XMM observation, the increased flux from the power law component would dominate the line emission 
in the XRT observations. This is a possible explanation for the appearance of the Fe K line. The observed spectrum is shown in Figure 9. 
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FIG. 11. Hydrogen column density ( c m - 9  versus the  14-195 keV flux (ergs-' cm-') measured by SWIFT'S BAT instrument. These 
values are listed in Tueller et al. (2007), with the circles representing 8-month catalog sources and the  squares sources from the 9-month 
catalog with XMM-Newton follow-ups detailed in this paper. We note that  for column densities higher than -- loz4 cmP2 ,  the spectrum is 
likely optically thick to  Compton emission and thus there is a greater uncertainty in the measured hydrogen column density. 
FIG. 12.  Plots of column density vs. flux ratios for the XhlhI follow-up sources. At left, we show the ratio of tlie 2 - 10 keV flux t o  
tlie 1-1 - 195 kev (BAT) flux. The triangles are the sources best-fit by a simple power law or power law and blackbody model. The  squares 
represent the two sources with cornpiex spectra we could not interpret (ESO 362-GO18 and S G C  6860). Finally. the circles represent the  
absorbed sources with co~nplex spectra. At right, tlie ratio of tlie 0.5 - 2 keV flux to the  2 - 10 keV flux is shown. For the unabsorbed 
sources, we plotted tlie sources as having n~ = loz0 cm-'. These sources had approximately the same ratio of hard flux/BAT flux as soft 
flux/hard flux. For the more heavily absorbed sources, the ratio of hard flux/BAT flux is clearly larger than tlie soft fluxlhard flux ratio. 
The lines represent colunin density vs. flux ratio for constant power law indices (r = 1.9 arid 1.5, as labeled). 
FIG. 13. Color-color diagram of soft/medium (0.5 - 2 keV flux / 2 - 10 keV flux) and hardlmedium (14 - 195 kev (BAT) flux / 2 - 10 keV 
flux) colors. The vertical lines represent values for constant power law indices (of I' = 1.9 and 1.5, a s  labeled) with different absorbing 
columns. The other lines on the diagram represent constant column densities for different power law indices (from top to bottom: loz0, 
lo2' ,  loz2, and loz3 cin-'). The triangles are the sources best-fit by a simple power law or power law and blackbody model. The squares 
represent the two sources with complex spectra we could not interpret (ESO 362-GO18 and NGC 6860). Finally, the circles represent the 
absorbed sources with complex spectra. The unabsorbed sources clearly occupy a region to the top left in the dia ram while the more 
heavily absorbed sources lie towards the bottom right. Sources with column densities in the middle (between 10'' and loz3 cmP2)  lie 
between our unabsorbed and heavily absorbed points. From this result, we present a new diagnostic to  describe spectra with low counts. 
FIG. 14. Plot of the Fe K equivalent width measurements (eV) versus the  luminosity in the hard band (2 - 10keV). The equivalent 
width measurements are from the best-fit models for the  sources shown in Tables 5 ,  6, and 9. The simple power law/ power law and 
blackbody, unabsorbed/low absorption sources are plotted as triangles. The squares represent the two sources with complex spectra we 
could not interpret (ESO 362-GO18 and NGC 6860). Finally, the  circles represent the absorbed sources with complex spectra. The source 
SWIFT J0216.3+5128 is not plotted since there was no evidence of a line and the redshift is unknown. The line is the ordinary least squares 
bisector fit to  the data  using the upper limits on the Fe K equivalent widths. 
FIG. 15. Plot of the optical depth of an added 0 VII.  0.74keV. and 0 VIII ,  0.8'7keV. edge vs. 2 - l0keV luminosity. This model 
was added for the low absorption/siillplt. inodel sources (circles, solid lines for upper limits). which are optical Seyfert 1 sources (with the 
possible exception of \VI<K 1263 for which we found 110 archived optical spectrum). We compare our values to those from Repi~olds (1997) 
(squares, dashed lines for upper lirnits). Clearly, we firid ~riuch weaker optical depths among our sailiple, most noticeably for 0 VI I I  where 
the upper limits on optical depth are well below r = 0.1 for all but one source. Further, ill Table 7. the addition of the  two edge rnodels 
gives a statistically better fit (A\ '  > 10) for only two sources (ESO 190-GO26 and AICG -0-4-22-042). Only ESO 190-G026. has upper 
limits for both 0 \.'I1 and 0 VIII  with r > 0.1. 
FIG. 1G. Plots of varying column density (left) and photon index (right) with flux. For sources that showed variations in column 
density or photon index. we plotted the observation's value divided by the average for the source (i.e. F,/ <F,,,,,,,), for each individual 
observation. The flux is the 0.3 - 10 keV flux from the pegged power law component. The lines mark the area where each parameter is 
1.0 (where the observation value is the average value). A different symbol is used for each source. No correlation is seen between column 
density and flux, however, there is a strong correlation between photon index and flux. 
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TABLE 1 
XMM-Newton EPIC A X D  SWIFT XRT OBSERVATION I FORSI.ATION 
Source RA ( h  m s) Dec (o I 11) Redshift ~ H ( G A L ) ~  ~ y p e ~  Host Galaxy2 
- - 
hIRK 352 
NGC 612 
SWIFT J0216.3A5128 
NGC 1142 
SWIFT J0318.7+6828 
ESO 548-GO81 
ESO 362-GO18 
ESO 490-GO26 
SWIFT J0641.3+3257 
hIRK 18 
SWIFT J0904.3t5538 
SWIFT J0911.2+4533 
MCG +04-22-042 
MRK 417 
UGC 6728 
SWIFT J1200.8+0650 
ESO 506-027 
WKK 1263 
MCG +09-21-096 
NGC 4992 
NGC 6860 
NGC 6921 
0.014864 
0.029771 
UNKNOWN 
0.028847 
0.090100 
0.014480 
0.01264 
0.024800 
0.017195 
0.011088 
0.037142 
0.026782 
0.032349 
0.032756 
0.015300 
0.036045 
0.025024 
0.024430 
0.02988 
0.025137 
0.014884 
0.014287 
SY 1 
Gal 
- 
Sy2 
SY 2 
SY 
Sy1.5 
Sy1.2 
S Y ~  
SY 2 
SY 1 
SY 2 
Sy1.2 
SY 2 
Sy1.2 
SY2 
SY 2 
Sy2" 
SY 1 
Gal 
Sy1 .5~  
SY 2 
SAO 
SAO+ pec 
? S pec 
S? 
Sba 
SO/a 
Pec 
E ? 
S 
? 
S? 
E 
Sa BO/a 
S ? 
S pec s 
Sc ABb 
Sa 
SB ab 
SA O/a 
Galactic column density towards the source, in units of 1 0 ~ "  ern-'; as obtained from the web version of the nH FTOOL. These are t,he values 
from Dickey & Lockman (1990). 
AGN type and host galaxy type from Tueller et al. (2007). For AGN types, optical identifications are listed, where available. Where "Gal" is 
indicated, there are no optical emission lines indicative of the presence of an AGN. The optical spectrum looks like a galaxy spectrum. Additional 
host galaxy classifications were obtained from the LEDA database. Where "?" is indicated, there is no available classification. 
While WKK 1263 is classified as a Sy2 in NED, we could find no optical spectrum to confirm this. 
NGC 6860 is classified as a Sy1.5 by Lipari. Tsvetanov, & Macchetto (1993) contrary to NED'S classification as i~ Syl.  
TABLE 2 
XM,M-Newton EPIC AND SIV-IFT XRT OBSERVATIOY INFOR~IATION 
Source Telesco~ 
AIRK 352 
LIRK 352 
XlRK 352 
KGC 612 
NGC 612 
KGC 612 
SWIFT J0216 315128 
SWIFT 50216 3+3128 
SWIFT 50216 3+3128 
SWIFT 50216 3+5128 
NGC 1142 
NGC 1142 
NGC 1142 
NGC 1142 
Observation ID 
0312190101 
00035243001 
00035243002 
0312190201 
00035627001 
00035627002 
0312190301 
00035247001 
00035247002 
00035247003 
0312190401 
00035248001 
00035248002 
00035248003 
00035248004 
0312190501 
00035249001 
00035249002 
0312190601 
00035250001 
00035250002 
0312190701 
00035234001 
00035234002 
0312190801 
00035256001 
00035256002 
00035256003 
0312190901 
00035257002 
00035257003 
00035257006 
0312191001 
00035259001 
00035259002 
0312191101 
00035260001 
00035260002 
0312191201 
00035261001 
00035261002 
0312191401 
00035263001 
0312191501 
00035264001 
00035264002 
00035261003 
Start Date Exposure Time (s) '  Total Counts1 
XhIM 
XRT 
XRT 
XMM 
XRT 
XRT 
XhIIbI 
XRT 
XRT 
XRT 
XMM 
XRT 
XRT 
XRT 
NGC 1142 
SWIFT J0318.7+6828 
XRT 
XMM 
SWIFT J0318.7+6828 
SWIFT J0318.7+6828 
ESO 548-GO81 
ESO 548-GO81 
ESO 548-GO81 
ESO 362-GO18 
ESO 362-GO18 
ESO 362-GO18 
ESO 490-GO26 
ESO 490-GO26 
ESO 490-GO26 
ESO 490-GO26 
SWIFT J0641.3+3257 
SWIFT J0641.3+3257 
SWIFT J0641.3+3257 
SWIFT J0641.3+3257 
MRK 18 
MRK 18 
MRK 18 
SWIFT J0904.3+5538 
SWIFT J0904.3+5538 
SWIFT J0904.3+5538 
SWIFT J0911.2+4533 
SWIFT J0911.2+4533 
SWIFT J0911.2+4533 
MCG +04-22-042 
MCG 1-04-22-042 
MRK 417 
MRK 417 
>IRK 417 
hIRK 417 
UGC 6728 
UGC 6728 
CGC 6728 
UGC 6728 
SWIFT J1200.8+0650 
SWIFT J1200.8+0630 
SIVIFT J1200.8+0630 
ESO 506-GO27 
ESO 506-GO27 
ESO 506-GO27 
ESO 506-GO27 
IYKK 1263 
IYKK 1263 
I\'KK 1263 
S\VIFT J1303.8+5343 
S\\.IFT J1303.8+5345 
XRT 
XRT 
XMM 
XRT 
XRT 
XMM 
XRT 
XRT 
XMM 
XRT 
XRT 
XRT 
XMM 
XRT 
XRT 
XRT 
XMM 
XRT 
XRT 
XMM 
XRT 
XRT 
XMM 
XRT 
XRT 
XMhI 
XRT 
X51M 
XRT 
XRT 
XRT 
XnIM 
XRT 
XRT 
XRT 
XZIhI 
XRT 
XRT 
XRT 
XRT 
S l I l I  
XRT 
S R T  
SIVIFT 51303.3-5345 
NGC 4992 
S R T  
X l I l I  
S G C  6860 
S G C  6860 
S G C  6921 
NGC 6921 
S G C  6921 
NGC 6921 
S L l l l  
XRT 
SLISI 
S R T  
XRT 
S RT 
For the S 1 I I I  ohservatlons , the exposure times and total corlni ;s are listed for the EPIC 
- 
PN. 11051. and  hIOS2 respect 
TABLE 3 
SWIFT XRT SPECTRAL ANALYSIS: ABSORBED POWER LAW' FITS (tbabs*tbabs"pow) 
Source Observation ID .HI r x2/dof Soft  lux^ Hard Flux2 
hIRK 352 00035243001 0.0lf",;: 1.75f ;:;; 181.3/133 4.04 7.75 
MRK 352 00035243002 o.oo~",:",; 1.65f:::: 152.0/152 2.69 5.95 
SWIFT J0216.3+5128 00035247001 2.371::;; 2,15+0.18 
-0.17 56.1167 1.35 10.75 
SWIFT J0216.3+5128 00035247002 1,15+ 0.25 
-0.23 1.77+;:2,; 46.0144 1.30 11.10 
SWIFT J0216.3+5128 00035247003 1.2gf0.75 
-0.65 1.88';,;: 15.7111 1.06 9.17 
NGC 1 1 4 2 ~  00035248001 83.45 3.88 35.519 0.00 5.07 
NGC 1142 
NGC 1142 
SWIFT J0318.7+6828 
SWIFT J0318.7+6828 
ESO 548-GO81 
ESO 548-GO81 
ESO 362-GO18 
ESO 362-GO18 
ESO 490-GO26 
ESO 490-GO26 
ESO 490-GO26 00035256003 0.492 E: 1.882;:;: 27.2142 4.28 14.49 
SWIFT J0904.3+5538 00035260001 0.00:;:;; 1.54'2:;: 39.9140 2.04 5.02 
SWIFT J0904.3+5538 00035260002 0.00:::;; 1.491;;;; 34.2132 1.51 4.01 
hlCG +04-22-042 00035263001 o ~ o l L o , ~ l  1.90f;::", ro.00 173.9/185 7.99 11.69 
MRK 417" 00035264003 - -1.78 38.514 0.00 2.16 
UGC 6728 00035266001 0.01'",;: 1.82+;::: 106.6/117 6.88 11.78 
UGC 6728 00035266002 0.00'::;; 1.762::;; 62.4/42 4.58 8.37 
UGC 6728 00035266003 0,04f;.:~ 1.74+g:i: 19.6/19 4.80 9.67 
SWIFT J1200.8+0650 00035267001 11,23+%.j0 1.60t0.46 
-2.62 -0.41 30.5/28 0.01 4.99 
SLVIFT J1200.8-0650 00035267002 J , ~ ~ + I L L ~ '  
-4.46 1.12+?.03 1 . 2 7  2.713 0.00 5.68 
ESO 506-G027" 00035173004 36.38 -0.22 33.719 0.00 5.02 
\VKK 1263 00035268001 0.04:;:;; 1.63+o.?; 
-0 . l i  26.8/24 2.09 7.79 
SICG +09-21-096 00035269001 0.001;::; l.80-0,n3 f . 0 4  250.2/240 13.67 22.13 
SICG +09-21-096 00035269004 o.oo'",:~ 1,79~o.o.j  
--0.04 143.9/151 11.41 21.09 
SGC 6860 00035275001 0.28f;:$ 1 , 1 7 + ~ . ' ~  
-0.18 30.9127 1.35 11.54 
Cold hydrogen colurlit~ density in ~111th of loz2 C I I I - ~  fro111 tlie tbabs model. This  accounts for absorpt ior~ beyond the  Galactic vixlues which are  
listed ill Table  1. A dash in this  column indicates that  no extra  absorpt,ion was necessary. 
' T h e  obwrved soft flux (0.3-2 keV) and hard flux (3-10 keV) are given iri uni ts  of 1 0 "  e r g ~ l l r - ~  s-I. 
Errorh a t  t he  90% confidence range can riot be calculated for sources when a X 2 / d o f  > 2.0. 
TABLE 4 
X l I X I - ~ E W T O N  SPECTRAL AXALYSIS ABSORBED POWER LA\Q FITS (tbabsXtbabs*pow) 
Source Observation ID I- x2/dof Soft  lux^ Hard Flux2 
NGC 612 0312190201 79.90 0.31 274.2183 0.00 1.66 
SWIFT 50216.31-5128 0312190301 1.74+;:;6, 1.77-0,04 1069.71985 0.90 8.44 +0.04 
NGC 1142 ' 0312190401 65.68 1.63 942.81197 0.00 3.00 
SWIFT J0318.7f6828 0312190501 3.202;::; 1.36200:;: 812.31772 0.23 7.43 
ESO 548-GO81 0312190601 - 2.03+:::: 2943.511642 11.34 13.48 
ESO 362-GO18 0312190701 - 1.47 2533.61549 0.69 1.83 
ESO 490-GO26 0312190801 0.24';:; 1.59+;:;; 1634.211757 5.30 19.79 
SWIFT J0641.3+3257 0312190901 12.11-1,79 0.98+;::00 218.41154 0.00 3.38 +3.OR 
MRK 18 0312191001 13.06';:5: 1,26+~.'2 -0.38 413.41327 0.00 1 .60 
SWIFT J0904.3+5538 0312191101 - 1.79'00;:; 1126.3/865 3.19 5.41 
SWIFT J0911.2+4533 0312191201 27,63+27.50 -9.43 1.34'::%: 19.9117 0.00 1.55 
MCG +04-22-042 0312191401 - 2.003:;; 1835.8/1819 12.45 15.52 
MRK 417 0312191501 41.76 0.56 565.6182 0.00 1.52 
UGC 6728 0312191601 0.012",$': 1.78r;:;; 1207.0/1160 3.59 6.49 
SWIFT J1200.8+0650 0312191701 9,31+0.72 -0.6: 1.30+0,::: 484.01357 0.02 5.17 
ESO 506-GO27 0312191801 75.91 1.14 543.41172 0.00 3.73 
WKK 1263 0312191901 0.06:;.;; l.53-0 02 1257.311248 2.32 9.99 +O 03 
MCG +09-21-096 0312192001 - 1.76+:,;; 1291.2/1626 9.27 15.85 
NGC 4992 0312192101 76.20fi;$:' 1.692;,:: 139.6182 0.00 1.91 
NGC 6860 0312192201 o.oo'",$ 0.28:;::; 523.51406 0.57 9.84 
NGC 6921 0312192301 98,33+1" 57 +0 40 
-12 91 l.g5-o 37 287.31168 0.00 2.58 
Cold hydrogen column densi ty  in units of lo2' cnl-"rotn the  tbabs model.  This  accounts for absorption beyond the  Galactic values which a r e  
listed in Table 1. A dash in t h i s  column indicates t ha t  no extra  absorption was necessary. 
T h e  observed soft flux (0 .3-2keV) and  hard flux (2-10keV) are  given in uni ts  of 10- l2  ergcnlF'  s l .  
Errors a t  t he  901% confidence range can not be  calcr~lnted for sources when ~ ~ ' / d o f  > 2.0. 
TABLE 5 
XhIhI-NEWTON DETAILED FITS tbabs*tbabs*(pow + zgauss) NODEL 
Source .HI r Fe K eqw2 Fe K norm x2 /dof Soft Flux3 Hard Flux3 
UGC 6728 O.Ol-o.ol 1.78+::00; 83.33+'i6'58 -45.66 5.73'1:::; 1198.8/1159 3.59 6.51 
WKK 1263 0.06+:::: 1.54+0.02 31.23':;:;: 3.69+;:$ 1253.0/1247 2.32 9.99 
MCG f09-21-096 - 1.77+0,::: 55.94+".09 -29.11~7 9.83-5.11 f . 4 7  1281.6/1625 9.26 15.89 
Cold hydrogen column density in units of loz2 cni-' from the tbabs  model. This accounts for absorption beyond the Galactic values which are 
listed in Table 1. A dash in this column indicates that  no extra  absorption was necessary. 
Equivalent width (in eV) and flux normalization for an inserted Gaussian line at  6.4 keV (redshifted) with a set FWHhl of 0.01 keV. The  flux 
normalization is in units of 10K6x total photonscm-2 s-' in the line. 
The observed soft flux (0.3-2 keV) and hard flux (2-10 keV) are given in units of 10-l2 ergcm- 's- l .  
TABLE 6 
XhIhl-NEWTOX DETAILED FITS: tbabs*tbabs*(bbody + pow + zgauss) MODEL 
Source  HI kT2 r Fe K eqw3 Fe K norm.3 x2/dof Soft Flux4 Hard Flux4 
MRK 352 - 0.096+:::0,33 1.70'::0,; 60.29';;::; 7.78'33::; 1695.2/1566 6.50 11.89 
ESO 548-GO81 - 0.087'::0,0,: 1 . 8  114.35+3,::2: 18.724,:6,: 1760.8/1639 10.84 15.83 
ESO 490-GO26 
SWIFT J0904.3+5538 0.06';::; 0.070zt:::i 1.7120,:$ 40.71?:::777 2.7922:;; 903.2/862 3.05 5.96 
Cold hydrogen column density in units of 10" from the tbabs model. This accounts for absorption beyond the Galactic values which are  
listed in Table 1. A dash in this column indicates tha t  no extra  absorption was necessary. 
Temperature of the blackbody component (kT) in keV units. 
Equivalent width and flux nornlalization for an inserted Gaussian line a t  6.4keV (redshifted) with a set FWHM (in eV) of 0.01 keV. The  flux 
rlorlnalization is in units of 10K6x total photonscnl-2 s p l  in the line. 
The observed soft flux (0.3-2 keV) and hard flux (2.10 keV) are given in units of 10-I' erg cm-' s l .  
TABLE 7 
X ~ I ~ I - N E W T O N  \ v ~ ~ h l  ABSORBER ~ I O D E L  
Source r 0 VII T 0 VIIId A ~ ~ "  
AIRK 352 
ESO 548-GO81 
ESO -190-GO26 
S\VIFT 5090-1 3+5538 
5ICG t04-22-0 42 
L-GC 6728 
\VKK 1263 
XICG +09-21-096 
" Optic'xl depth with errorb or upper limith for the addition5 of edge models (zedge) a t  0.74keV ntid 0.87keir 
I' The X 2  fro111 the beht fit   nod el in Table 5 or G minus X' from the warm abborber model. 
TABLE 8 
X h I h I - N E ~ T O K  DETAILED FITS tbabs*pcfabs*(pow f zgauss) MODEL 
Source  HI fraction1 r Fe K eqw2 Fe K norm.2 x2/dof Soft Flux3 Hard Flux3 
NGC 612 129.70':~~:~ 0.9991; 9:; 2 12:; :: 108 .10 :~~  Li 1 7 . 9  116.7/81 0 02 1.50 
NGC 1142 --f5.81 79. 15-3.05 0 , ~ ~ ~ + 0 . 0 0 1  -0.001 2,27+0.09 -0.1: 219,21+57.30 -40.8: 39.0++~i2; 260.5/195 0.08 3.01 
+0.009 SWIFT J0318.7+6828 4.10+,0:,47 0.967-0,008 2 44.152$.2! 5.35::; 775.9/770 0.24 7.31 
ESO 362-GO18 26.642;::; 0 9 1 3  2 . 1 3  421.82+35.15 
-105.96 28.6r:::i 824.1/547 0.63 3.34 
SWIFT J0641.3+3257 16.01-2,28 + ' 6b .982? : : : : i  1.242:::: 7,76+46.01 0.51+;:97 176.9/152 0.02 
-7.76 3.31 
MRK 18 18.252::6,: 0.971;::; 1.62+'.'~ -,,,, 178.09r;:p:;: ~ , ~ 7 + 3 . 3 :  -3,31 322.41325 0.03 1.57 
MRK 417 85.~9::~;:~ 0.995+;.;:; 2.25?;,$ 114.77+75.78 -80.0  10.8: 88.1/80 0.06 1.44 
SWIFT J1200.8+0650 10.807:::; 0.991'::",: 1.47:::;': 84.18':;::; 7 . ~ 9 + ~ . " '  -,,,, 340.3/355 0.04 5.08 
ESO 506-GO27 76.82'::ti 0.986T;::;: 0 . 9 1  428.89?:9::; 72.0:72: . 225.91170 0.03 3.87 
NGC 4992 69.05+;:': 0 . 9 9 7 4 + ~ . ~ ~ ' "  1 . 6 1  320.222$;:2: 29.82555 
, 120.8/132 0.01 1.93 
NGC 6860 4.53:;:;; 0 . 6 0 + ~ . ~ ~  
-0.10 0.79+:::: 75.64?::::: 9.45':::6, 483.51404 0.54 8.99 
NGC 6921 97.422i9&* 0 . 9 9 8 4 + ~ . ~ ~ ~ '  -0.0012 2.34-o.z~ 40.11 54,56+47.68 -53,02 11.9+723 190.7/154 0.03 2.53 
Cold hydrogen column density in units of loz2 cmp2 from the pcfabs model. This accounts for absorption beyond the Galactic values which are 
listed in Table 1. The fraction colulnn is the partial covering fraction. 
Equivalent width (in eV) and flux nornlalization for an inserted Gaussian line at  6.4 keV (redshifted) with a set FWHM of 0.01 keV. The flux 
normalization is in units of 10-% total photonsc~n-2 s-' in t,he line. 
The observed soft flux (0.3-2 keV) and hard flux (2-10 keV) are given in units of 10-l2 e r g c n ~ - ~  s-'. 
TABLE 9 
>(hIhI -N~w~on-  DETAILED FITS: tbabs*(tbabs*pow + tbabs*(pow + zgauss)) NODEL 
Source .HI i- I "H l-2 Nr ,  INr,' Fe K eqw3 Fe K norm.3 ~ " d o f  Flux4 
NGC 612 
NGC 1142 
SWIFT J0318.7+6828 
ESO 362-GO18 
SWIFT J0641.3+3257 
MRK 18 
SWIFT J0911.2+4533 
MRK 417 
SWIFT J 1200.8+0650 
ESO 506-GO27 
NGC 4992 
NGC 6860 
NGC 6921 
Cold hydrogen column density in units of lo2' cm-2 from the  tbabs  model. This  accounts for absorption beyond the  Galactic values which are  
listed in Table 1. In this  model,  there is a separate column density component for each of the  two power laws. 
Rat io  of the  flux r~ormalization value for power law one versus power law two. For nearly all of these  sources, t he  low abzorption power law is 
much weaker. 
Equivalent width (in eV) and  flux normalization for a n  inserted Gaussian line a t  6.4keV (redshifted) with a set FWHM of 0.01 keV. T h e  flux 
normalization is in uni ts  of x to ta l  pho tonsc~n-2  s-' in the  line. 
T h e  observed tota l  flux (0.5 - 10 keV) in uni ts  of 1 0 - ' ~ e r ~ c r n - ~  s-'. 
TABLE 10 
COAIPTON-THICK REFLECTION ~ I O D E L  tbabs"(tbabszpow + tbabsz(pexrav + zgauss)) 
Source ,HI r cutoff E2 BAT norm3 X2/dof 
NGC 612" 62,55+11.90 -23.92 0 , ~ ~ + 0 . 3 6  -0.8  48.58 '~~: :~ 0.082:::; 81.7185 
ESO 362-GO18 0.62'::06 1.99-n.27 + O . I ~  100 O , ~ ~ ~ + O . ? ?  -0.?2 622.81547 
SIRK 117" 18. 19':,"E7 0.73': 2; 106,7+112 -24 70 10 0.19'",; 111.6/83 
ESO 506-GO27 6 5 , 4 g ~ 1 1 . 9 3  lo..%o 1.88'::;; 100 0.94::::", 226.71171 
Cold 11>.drogtx11 colur~in density in u r i ~ t s  of 10" cni-.' fro111 the  tbabs model. This  accounts for absorption beyond the Galactic values a41icli ~ l r e  
lihted in Table 1. In thih niodel. there is a heparate colurnn density cotnponent for each of the  two power li~ws. The  colunln denhities listed are  for 
the  more h(3avily nbhorbed source. 
' Cutoff t2nergy for the  pexrav/rt,flection rriodel. For this    nod el, we assil~ried that  this coniponent n.ah a pure reflection conipont,nt and allowed the 
cutoff energy to  vary. \Vhere the  cutoff energy could not be constrained ( the  model parameter increases to  very large. unphyzical values). we fixed 
thih p~rrzrrneter nt t he  default value of 100 k e y .  
Csing the  constant model.  we al lo~red the  B.\T nor~nalization t o  vary. T h c  recorded value is t he  factor variation of the BAT flux t o  the  P S  flux 
(norln,~lized at 1) .  except for S G C  6860 \rhich hnh no P N  da ta  (nornialized t o  I I O S ~ ) . '  For S G C  612 and SIRK -117. the best fit t o  the da ta .  in 
terms of reduced \'. was a niodel with lo\\, BAT norlnalizat~on. Both of these sources showed curvature in the  BAT spectrum. which was not well 
fit bs the  pexrav   nod el. \ r e  include. In the  t ex t ,  a dihc~~hsion of this a s  well CIS a debcriptioll of the  fits wit11 BAT normalizat,ion set to  1 (sinii1;ll. to  
the  best fits for the  r e ~ n n i ~ i i n g  3 Compton-thick candidates).  
TABLE 11 
VARIABILITY IN INDIVIDYAL XhIhI OBSERVATIONS 
Source <Ct Rate>" u7'1113 x2/doF 2 b 
- 
MRK 352 
SGC 612 
SWIFT J0216.3+5128 
NGC 1142 
SWIFT J0318.7+6828 
ESO 548-GO81 
ESO 362-GO18 
ESO 490-GO26 
SWIFT J0641.3+3257 
%IRK 18 
SWIFT J0904.3+5538 
MCG +04-22-042 
MRK 417 
UGC 6728 
SWIFT J1200.8+0650 
ESO 506-GO27 
WKK 1263 
MCG +09-21-096 
NGC 4992 
KGC 6860 
NGC 6921 
a Average count ra te  for the  XMM observation in the  0.3 - 10 keV band.  
Corresponding excess variability measurements, a s  defined in Nandra e t  al. (1997) x l o r 3 .  
,y2 value divided by the  number  of bins for variabilit ,~. 
TABLE 12 
VARIABILITY BETWEEN XhIhI AND XRT OBSERVATIOUS 
Source Soft var.l A ts,ft2 Hard var.' A th,,.d2 n~ var.? r var.? Flux var.? 
\IRK 352 0.92 125.7 0.49 125.7 yes no Yes 
SWIFT J0216.3+5128 0.39 16.5 0.27 14.7 no no Yes 
NGC 1142 0.00 151.9 0.79 159.4 no Yes yes 
SWIFT J0318.7+6828 0.59 65.5 0.61 59.4 no no yes 
ESO 518-GO81 0.35 19.7 0.36 49.7 11 o yes yes 
ESO 362-GO18 1.64 91.8 1.22 63.5 yes no yes 
ESO 190-GO26 0.49 101.7 0.35 4.8 yes yes Yes 
SWIFT 50004.3+5538 0.75 84.1 0.29 84.1 yes yes yes 
LICG +01-22-042 0.41 129.1 0.28 129.1 ves no Yes 
hIRK 117 0.00 8.3 0.35 8.3 110 no no 
UGC 6728 0.66 119.8 0.58 119.8 110 110 ves 
S\\'IFT J1200.8+0650 2.00 188.1 0.13 9.7 no no no 
ESO 506-GO27 0.00 149.7 0.29 149.7 no no 110 
\VKK 1263 0.29 35.0 0.36 33.0 no no ves 
1ICG ~09-21-096 0.38 186.2 0.32 186.2 110 yes yes 
SGC 6860 0.92 97.7 0.16 97.7 \-es yes yes 
Comparing soft and hard Hux from the XIIS1 anti S R T  ohser\.ations listed in Tables 3 and 4. .b noted in t l ~ e  \.ariability section. we l ~ s e d  the  
statistic (F,,, , , , ,  - F, , , , , , ) /F , ,  , , to  compare the  individual S 1 I \ I  and  S R T  fluxes in the  .;oft (0.2 - 2.0 ke\.) and hard (2.0 - 10.0keV) bands. For a  few 
of the  h ~ g h  c o l r ~ n ~ n  density sources ( n H  > 10" c n - ' ) .  the  soft band flux was not able t o  be ~nensnreii  accurately due  to  a lack of counts. Therefore. 
t he  value.: in the  Soft w r .  colurnn are  unrrliable for these sources (NGC 1142. \IRK 117. S\\.IFT J1200 .8~0 t i30 .  and ESO 5 0 6 - ~ 0 2 7 ) . ~  T h e  
corre5ponding value t ,,,,, -t ,,,,,, in days for the  ( F  ,,,,, , - F ,,,,,, )IF,,,.,, values in each band.  
